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15,000,000 Foot Gas
Flow in the Aztec Well.ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF MAKING CATRON
THE BEST COUNTY IN THE STATE?
After having drilled twenty
feet into the sand, at a depth of First National Bank
Magdalena, New Mexico2300 feet, the Aztec Oil company
opened a flow of gas estimated
County Politics.
Local politics are warming
up in the county. Candidates are
being discussed and also cussed.
Many names are being mentioned
for each and every office within
the gift of the people. But the
most encouraging feature of the
discussing and cussing, is that
each and every one are in favor
of the "best man for the office"
regardless of politics" Also that
at 15.000,000. It seems1 certain
they will in a short time bring in
better-The- we would have a
complete organization, and it
would get anything in reason
that was wanted.
a gusher in their well No. 1, lo
cated half a mile south of Aztec.
Drilling is being pushed rapidly
All geologists have declared
that the same formation that ex
Steps are now being taking to
organize the Catron County
5 per cent paid
on time depositsevery aspirant to public office In
We know you are. for it is
imply a good business pro-
position to have the best, be it
in the house we occupy or the
county in which we live. There'
are many ways of bettering com-
munity conditions, and Catron
county is just one big community
Measured in square miles it
J Covers a big area, but still we
should be interest in the upbuild-
ing of it as a community whole.
This can be accomplished by
united effort, but we will never
this county, must pledge himself
Chamber of Commerce. It will
be county-wid- e in its efforts fcr
the of the county as
onebig unit.i And it will work for
the betterment of every portion
of the county. What do you think
of the proposition?
Think of it and then lend your
ists at Aztec extends south thro'
Catron county, and that if oil
was found in the north field it
would also be found further
south.
Get High Prices for
to economy and lower taxation
wherever possible. This is as it
should be, and when we, by our
votes, endorse this proposition,
we are going to have a compet-
ent, economical administration of
our county's affairs. It also seems
to be the prevailing opinion that
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED
Year's Wool Clipget any perceptible results if we efforts to its organization.lt cost
confine our efforta to individuals little and would return the invest
alone. We must unite for a ment a hundred fold. Talk it up
Buyers in the Farmington and
other points in the state have
cK'sed a number of contracts for
we should have early conven-
tions and give the people an
opportunity to get acquainted
with every candidate on the
this year's wool clip, at 27 cents
a pound. This is the highest
common cause, and the only way and then when the organization
we can do that is by forming an is completed be one of its
association which will work to' working members. The county
that end. Towns have "been ben-- 1 needs this united effort and
efited by such an united effort wonders will be accomplished by
and counties are only an extensi such an organization.
price paid in that section for
on of communities. What ben-- i
efitsone portion of the county
(benefits the whole. Two com
A Narrow Escape
The mining game is not as
popular now as it was several
tickets.
A. H. Carter spent Sunday in
Magdalena, returning Tuesday
evening.
M. P, Birmingham, of the
Apache creek ranch was a Sat-
urday visitor at the county cap-
ital
H. C. Graham, of the Apache
ranch country, spent Saturday
in Reserve.
Allen Bloom, of the Jewett
ranger station, was in town Mon
munities or more working togeth-
er can and will accomplish more days ago with our younger L I
Baby Says--
than a single unit, nd the pame generation. Tuesday afternoon
holda good when a whole county Theodore Bruce, with several
unites for the purpose of boosting ;0ther young companions, con-th- e
county as a unit. Our county eluded they would sink a drift in
of Catron is just now in, we tne bank near the hospital build- -
some time and has put new con-
fidence into the sheep men.
Another interesting feature of
the unusual demand for wool at
the present time, is that the
buyers are advancing 75 cents a
head to the sheepmen which will
be enough to carry them through
the spring clipping season.
A drive along the farming
lands of the Apache and Tularosa
valleys show that the farmers
are increasing the acerage of
cultivated lands, and that thev
have everything in tine shape
for the spring season. Wheat is
showing well and alfalfa fields
are green and sturdy. This looks
like the banner year for our
valley farmers.
Bob. C. James, who has been
running the Aragon Hotel barber
day. Mr. Bloom will make somemight say. the formative state,
and what we do now will show
in the years to come.
The county is new and thinly
settled. We want more people,
and a good class of people. We
have the acreage.and it is await-
ing settlers to make it blossom
into a reality as a good place to
inr, and began burrowing into
the soft earth with the speed of
a gopher. Young Bruce drifted
in about ten or fifteen feet when
the bank caved in hurrying him
under about two feet of soft soil.
By the united effort of his young
companions assisted by Buford
Clark- - and Prof. Holland the
extensive improvements at the
station this season.
The schools have been closed
the past week on account of the
prevalence of bad colds, and the
illness of Mrs. Sidney Paggett,
one of the teachers,
- (fi) BABVj U F?.0
"I can't always ask for what I want
but I let you know when' I get
what I want."
What baby wants most of all is the
loving care of Mother, especially
when Mother is aided by the baby
necessities that we can supply. Our
entire line of baby goods is made
up of the products of manufactur-
ers who have long recognized that
Purity Is Essential
We have always used the utmost
care in handling goods in this de-
partment. Careful mothers can do nothing
wiser than to come here for baby foods, nurs-
ing bottles, nipples, soaps, sponges, powders,
and those internal and external remedies
long associated with the care of the baby.
live, raise a family and make a younp: fellow was recued before of the court
improverd by
The appearance
house is beingserious injury resulted. But the
boy had a narrow escape, plastering tne ootsiae wai.s. r.f.hoD. at Magdalena. is in town.
I L. Wilder and Chas. E. Main Innkinff nver the nrnsrrh rmro
living. Hundreds are looking tor
a place which the can make and
call home. The country is land
hungry. We have the lands, why
uot have the people. They can
be secured if we go after them.
We havevaluable mines that are
only awaiting capital to develop
and make them one of our biggest
assest. We have timber. We have
for a barber shop and cleaning
and pressing room. He'has decid-
ed to locate with us and has pur-
chased the Bruce barber outfit,
A building for a shop will be
J. I. Davis. thM painter, is
spending the week at Spur Lake
and Soringerville, visiting his
family and looking after business
matters. Mr. Davis informed us
before he left on this trip that
he would return in about ten days
and that he had enough work in
have the contract and are doing
the job in first- - class style and a
workman like manner.
Ab Johnson, of Sierra county,
was in Reserve Monday. This
was Mr. Johnson's first visit to
our town for several years, and
he was surprised at the number
of improvements made in our
erected at once and until it is foicompleted he will have his barber
chair at the pool room.
A. Mr. Collins, of Globe.
Arizona, is in Reserve this week,
looking over the prospects here
for a saddle and harness shop.
Everything Baby Meeds
GAUNT'S PHARMACY
Reserve, New Mexico.
little city in the past tew years.
The ladies of Quemado are
determined to build a new church
building at that enterprising
little village and will give a big
chicken-pi- e dinner on April 3,
for the purpose of laying the
hnancial toundation tor the en
Mr. S. Gordon, of Miami,
Arizona, is here this week look-
ing for a suitable ranch property
which he will purchase. He is
very favorably impressed with
this section of the country and
will.no doubt, find what he wants
and locate with us.
terprise. All are invited.
J. GRANT,The road beteen Frisco andthe Lower Plazo has been placed
view tn ketp him busy all spring
Assistant State Bank Examiner
D. H. Henry, was in Reserve
Friday and Saturday of last
week, making the semiannual
examination of the Reserve
State Bank. Mr. Henry found
the bank in excellent shape and
stated that it was one of the
soundest in his territory, and
congratulated the officials on the
conservative system it had main-
tained daring the depression. He.
also stated that he wa3 very
favorably impressed with Reser-
ve and predicted a lapid growth
for our little citv within the next
few years.
The Missese Myrtle and Anna
Roberts. Plesant and Reg, Ailred
Ed Higgins and Jas. Roberts,
spent Friday and Saturday of
last week at Luna attending the
horse races and also the dances
thousands of acres ot grazing
land that should be grazed and
made productive instead of lying
idle. We need the people.
We need our mines and timber
developed, and we Dee's, more
stock on our range. The devel-
opment of these resources will
bring more wealth into the
cpunty. and every portion of it
These things that we need can
bo secured by united efforts and
by placing our resources before
the outside wourld.
Now, the question arised, how
can we accomplish this?
Qlt is easily answered. A united
effort on the part of the people
in different portion of the county
will secure what is wanted for
that community, be it settlers,
capital or more stock. This can
best be accomplished by a county
wide movement, and the best
way to accomplish this is by
organization.and organize county
' wide. Every community should
belong to such an
'
organization.
In facjery citizen would be
in good shape and the trip over
this highway is now a pleasure
The Plumberinstead of an incentive to usewo.ds not popular in polite
circles.
During the prevailing "flu"
epidemic that is raging over
MAGDALENA SOCORRO
Plumbing. Steam Fitting Fixtures
Bathroom and Toilet Furniture
the country at the present time,
Reserve people have enjoyed
Cattlemen Overtaxed.
The New Mexico Cattle and
Horse Growers Association met
at Las Vegas Monday, over one
huudred stockmen being in at-
tendance. T. E. Mitchell, presi
dent of the association, in his
address.state thatthe"cattlemen
were being taxed out business,"
and that steps must be taken to
equalize taxes on live stock, or
the industry would be seriously
crippled.
their usual good health, with
the exception of a number of
severe colds. Ihe epidemic at
Thrnuay aim oai-uiud- muni. otner points seems to be very
returned Sunday and report a mjid f(jrmi anj few deaths' have
most pleasant time resulted.
'l All ITli nr fiiiM Bank of Magdalena
Extends every accommodation consistent
With. Strong Conservative Bankingeserve RfieircaBiiife Co,
MAKE IT YOUR BANK
"Dealers in Everything"
We Sell the Best Goods Obtainable at the Lowest Possible Prices
ReSerVe, Come in and See our Stock NeVV MeXiCO The Strongest Bank'with the Largest
Deposits in Socorrb County
w
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Stamp Machine Gives, Full Money's Worth AMENDMENTS
DEFEATED, 55-- 30
SENATORS DIVIDE ON PARTY
LINES EXCEPT FOUR OF
'
'.' EACH. Tanlac Makes Each Bite
a New Delight
I
NOT CONSIDERED INDEX WHEN your digestive system Is
efficiently and smooth-
ly, extracting from your food abun-
dant stores of vital energy and piling
up a reserve force of vigor to meet
any emergency, every bite Is eaten
with keen zest and appreciation.
If your meals are not a real event,
If you do not approach the table
organ and through ample secretion
of digestive fluids. It then promotes
energetic action of all the bowel
muscles and glands and enables the
food to pass through the digestive
canal in the normal time. Each of
the thousands of little glands whose
duty it is to pick up nourishment from
the food and send this to all partsljf
... ., ., ., .,
Here Is n machine, now being Instulled by the post office department, which vends stamps and gives the purchas
er his full money's worth. Put a coin at once.
1
Story Didn't
Get Headline
In the slot and the stamps come out
memorates the reconciliation of their
chief god and goddess. The culminat-
ing feature of the celebration Is the
lighting by the priests of a beacon fire
on the summit of the hill, which can
be seen for many miles throughout the
district.
"So heavy is the rush of pilgrims to
see the blaze on the summit that strict
police control is needed throughout
the 48 hours that the Are usually
burns. Camphor and clarified butter
or ghee, brought as offerings by the
pilgrims, muke up n large part of the
fuel. The festival, which lasts for
ten dnys, ends with this sacrificial
fire which commemorates the forgive-
ness of Pnrvati by Siva and the re-
turn of light to a darkened world.
"The large Siva temple Is among the
most Interesting in South India, for
from the slopes of the sacred moun-
tain, which blushes red with the com-
ing of the morning sun, one can look
down upon this typical Dravldlan tem-
ple and see how, with the Inerenslng
wealth of the shrine, successive courts
were added nround the central mnndn-pam- .
The outer wail, embellished by
four large gopurnms or entrance gate
of the body are stimulated to
their utmost. The whole result
Is that food Is taken care of
without distress of any sort
In such manner as to derive
the utmost benefit from It.
If your appetite it not keen,
if your food seems to dis-
agree with you, if you are
underweight, nervous, irrrit-abl- e
and lack energy, give
Tanlac the chance to show you
that it can work a miracle
'
in your condition as it has in so many
thousands of other cases.
If you are despondent, gloomy,
with little taste for and enjoyment
of life, try Tanlac and no doubt you
will see the clouds of gloom roll away
under the sunshine of health.
You are entitled to be henlthy,
vigorous, efficient and hnppy. Give
yourself the chnnce to become so as
thousands of others have, by taking
Tanlac.
Get Tanlac from your druggist this
very dny. Why wait for tomorrow
when Tanlac and health await you
today?
Goat Eat Goat!
Ever ent any gont meat? Sure?
Department of Agriculture says about
142,000 goats are slaughtered nnd sold
as meat yearly. Few cities require
gont meat to be marketed under Its
real name. It tastes like mutton, a
trifle sweeter.
In this nightmare called civilization
we probably eat a great many strange
things without knowing It.
If a written history fofild accom-
pany each article of food, few city
folks would have to be cautioned
against overeating.
DYED HER DRAPERIES,
SKIRT AND A SWEATER
WITH "DIAMOND DYES"
Each package of "Diamond Dyes" con-
tains directions so simple that any woman
can ' dye or tint faded, shabby skirts,
dresses, waists, coats, sweaters, stock-
ing, hangings, draperies, everything like
new. Buy Diamond Dyes" no other
kind then perfect home dyeing is guaran-
teed, even if you have never dyed Before.
Tell your druggist whether the material
wish to dye is wool or silk, or whether?'ouis linen, cotton, or mixed goods. .Dia
mond Dyes never streak, spot, fade, or
ran. So easy to use. advertisement.
Temporal O Mores I
"Girls have changed a whole lot
since the time they used to retire to
put powder on their noses," exclaimed
Johnson.
"They sure have I" agreed Thomp-
son. "I called on Miss Sallie last night
and she sent word down by her mnid
that she wasn't painted yet, but would
be right down."
Some bare-face- d lies are old enough
to wear full beards.
Many Fairs to
Be Held in 1922
with the most lively anticipa
tion of its delights, then you
are only half-livin- because
fou are only half getting the
mlue of your food.
Lack of appetite, or distress
from indulging the appetite, are
30th due to the same cause
failure of the digestive system
to properly do Its important
work. The undigested food
etnnining In the alimentary
canal may merely cause a dis
taste for more food when It cannot
take care of what It has, or It muy
undergo chemical nnd purification
changes thnt cause acute disease.
Besides, these chemical changes
produce poisonous substances that
are cnrrled to every cell and organ
of the body and thnt cause all Jiorts
of distressing symptoms,
Tanlac, the famous digestive tonic
and body builder, has achieved its
wide success because It is able to In- -'
vigorate the entire digestive tract.
It nets to cause vigorous stomach
preparation of the food, both through
the muscular churning action of fliat
Where Harems Were Cheap.
She You refuse to buy me a single
hat, nnd then you tell me that while
you were In the Congo you had a
harem of half a dozen wives. Oh la
lal How could you nfford to pay for
the clothes of all those women?
The Returned Soldier Oh, that
was easy. When they wished to dress
up, they simply put rings In their
noses. La Regiment,
MOTHER! MOVE
CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
Hurry, mother 1 Even a sick child
loves the 'fruity" taste of "California
Fig Syrup" and it never falls to open
the bowels. A teaspoonful today may
prevent a sick child tomorrow. If con-
stipated, bilious, feverish, fretful, has
cold, colic, or If stomach is sour,
tongue coated, breath bad, remember a
good cleansing of the little bowels Is
often all that Is necessary.
Ask your druggist for genuine "Cali
fornia Fig Syrup" which has directions
for babies and children of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother I You must
say "Cnllfornla' or you may get an
Imitation fig syrup. Advertisement.
She Got the Name.
"Mary," said the mistress, "did you
nsk evervone for cards todav. ns I told
a nn , when thev cnlled?".
"Yes'in. One fellah, he wouldn't give
me no card, but I swiped his hat an'
shoved him off th' steps. Here's his
name on th' sweat bnnd." Richmond
Times-Dispatc-
LEADERS OF FOUR-POWE- TREA-
TY DISCUSS PROGRAM IN
STORMY DEBATE.
(Western Kmaiper Union Newi Serrla.)
Washington. After another stormy
debate In which possible political con-
sequences of the administration treaty
program were discussed from several
angles, the Senate rejected oy a divi
sion nl st on pnrty lines, the first
two of the proposed amendments to
the four-pow- Pacific pact.
At the peak of their Strength with
eleven short of the full membership
present and Voting, the opposition to
the treaty marshaled twenty-si- x Demo-
cratic and four Republican votes, with-
in two of n third of the full Senate
membership) but three less than
enough to upset the s needed
for final ratification if nil senators
participated in this vote.
Leaders on both sldts conceded,
however, that at best the division was
but a poor Index to Senate sentiment
on the question o ratification Itself.
The first of the two amendments
acted upon was offered by Senator
Itoliinson, Democrat, Arkansas, and
provided that the four powers should
refrain from aggression against
ns well as signatory nations,
and that nil Interested nations, wheth
er signatories to the treaty or not,
should he invited to any conference
over a Pacific controversy. The pro- -
psal was lost, 30 to o.'i. After a
similar amendment in umerent ronn
wns presented by SenatAr Walsh,
Democrat, Montana, and was voted
down, 27 to SO.
On "both roll calls four Republicans,
Borah of Idaho, Johnson of Califor
nia, France of .Maryland and La Fnl- -
ette of Wisconsin, voted in the af
firmative, while an equal number of
Democrats, I'oaierene of Ohio, Itans- -
lell of Louisiana, Underwood of Ala
bama n if! Williams of Mississippi,
joined the opposition.
In the debate preceding the first
vote nearly nil the issues of the
treaty fight were reived and both
Democrats and Republicans indulged
n prophecies of what might happen
If the arms conference treaties be
came nn issue between the Repari
an and Democratic parties. Senator
.enroot, Republican, Winsconsln,
warned the Democratic side of the
hnmber thnt should the four-powe- r
pact be defeated President Harding
might withdraw the other treaties
from the Senate and nsk the country
for a verdict at the polls in November.
By Senator McCumber, Republican,
North Dakota, also a supporter of the
treaty, the President was Invited to
say whot had become of the Itepuh- -
can campaign pledge for 1920 for an
association of nations," which should
embrace all the principal powers of
the world. Senator McCumber said a
smaller "association" had been formed
by the four power treaty, but argued
that Germany and Austria, among oth-
ers, should be brought Into a similar
ompact, because nnd Incomplete com
bination "only would he a trouble-breeder- ."
He put Into the record a
an of his own for such a world "as- -
slclatlon."
Politics on both sides of the cham
ber, during both the Versailles treaty
fight nnd the present contest, was
mrged by .Senator Williams, Demo- -
crate, Mississippi, who nlso declared
that if Great Britain were not a party
the treaty n and Ger
n opposition would have
disappeared long ago."
Tornadoes Hit Four States.
New Orleans. At leust twenty-thre- e
persons were killed nnd ninny others
ere seriously Injured as a result of
a series of storms, nt places reaching
proportions of tornadoes, which visited
isolated sections of Louisiana, Missis
sippi, Arkansas nnd Oklahoma recent-
ly. The heaviest loss of life reported
was nt Gowen, Okln., n village fifteen
miles enst of McAlester, whert twelve
persons were killed.
Amendment Cut From Budget.
Washington A Senate amendment
to the deficiency appropriations bill
providing $150,000 for the Immigration
service, was eliminated from the meas-
ure by House nnd Sennte conferees,
who renched an ngreement on all dis-
puted provisions. .
Pershing Protests Slash in Army.
Washington. House appropriations
committee proposals to cut the regu-
lar army to 115,000 enlisted men nnd
11,000 officers, aroused General Per
shing to a renewed declaration that
the whole national defense project put
through in 1920 would he Imperiled If
the slllsl1 r'(lnlienlcl was made by
Congress. Success of that "sound mil
itary policy 'and system of national de-
fense," he snld, depended upon nde- -
(,mte Provlslon fnr tlle military estab-
Hull truant
ways. Is most Impressive of nil. These
gopurnms, or gopurn, which somewhat
correspond to the pylons of the Egyp
tian temples, are In themselves books
of mythology. The thousands of fig
ures on their sloping sides picture
scenes from Hindu mythology."
FATHER OF 28 BOSSES RANCH
Declares None of His Wives or Off-
Spring Were Allowed to
"Talk Back."
Greensboro, N. ('. "Uncle Boh'
Austin, an old-tim- e darky living near
here, is the father of Its sons and
daughters, 20 of whom are living. All
but seven having gone off to them
selves, he has taken three other chil
dren to rear.
Uncle Hob's first wife bore him eight
children, the second, fourteen ; the
third, still a husky young woman, six,
Austin is the tenant manager of a
farm. He eats three square meals n
day and chews tobacco, but does not
smoke nnd doesn't allow smoking on
his premises.
No wife or child of his ever gave
him any "bnck talk" more than once,
he says. "If they gets uplty I soon
trims 'em," he said with a chuckle. "In
my house dey must go my way."
Austin Is seventy-on- e years old nnd
was born a slave. He remembers
hiding meat In the woods when Sher-
man's army came through North Caro
lina after Its march through Georgia
to the sea.
In England and France, and the idea
spread to other countries.
"Before a great while these local-
ized and restricted exhibits expanded
to Include many industries, those of
foreign lands as well as their own.
Soon came the world's
fairs, the first of which was held In
London in 1851. Many have been held
since, both In America and Europe,
Paris holding the palm for numbers.
"But at the root of the world fairs
or International expositions was the
idea of general education, and closely
connected with It was the amusement
aspect. They served well as occa-
sional more or less sugar-coate- d dem-
onstrations of the progress of the
world, but they failed to measure up
to the efficiency standards of the mod-
ern distributor. Side by side with
them had grown up special Interna-
tional Industrial exhibits and sample
fairs, and by the outbreak of the
World war these had been forged Into
modern agencies meeting Twentieth
century conditions. Now thnt all na-
tions are girding themselves for nn
nfter-the-w- scramble for trade such
fairs are being held on all sides.
"Samples of almost every conceiv-
able manufactured product and
are sent to some of these ex-
hibits, duty free, and orders are so-
licited from the buyers who gather
from various countries. Among the
fairs of this sort which have become
established Institutions are those held
In London, Birmingham, Bordeaux,
Lyons, Brussels, Dresden, Leipzig!
Prngue, Barcelona nnd Milan ; nnd In
dozens of other cities It is planned to
hold such exhibits annually,
Fairs That Go to the People.
"In meeting modern conditions not
only have fnlrs been placed on a sam-
ple basis and confined largely to spe-
cialities, machines and manufactured
articles, but they are seeking out still
more efficient methods of reaching
larger numbers of potential buyers.
Italian manufacturers have adopted
the floating fnlr, fitting out a special
exhibit ship which anchors for a time
In the various ports around the rim
of the Mediterranean from Port Said
to Marseilles. French distributors
cnrrled the Idea of a traveling fnlr
still further last yenr, sending an ex
hibit trnln across Cnnudn; nnd a
Czechoslovak trnln of a similar sort
has just finished a two months' tour
through the Balkans nnd Poland. Per
haps it is not too extravagant a vision
to see the fnlr which had Its humble
beginning In some far off Asiatic oasis,
established In an ark of the air and
capable of carrying its message of
progress nnd foreign culture to everylittle center of Industry and life
"Tiruvannamallai" Is Name oi
Place Where News "Broke"
and That's Reason.
IS CHIEF PILGRIM CENTER
Scene of Recent Encounter Between
Indian Police and Mob of 10,000
Natives is Described by
Geographic Society.
Washington. One recent encounter
between British Indian police and a
mob of 10,000 natives was not "pluyed
up" In American newspaper headlines.
The name of the town where tlve dis-
turbances occurred was
Tlruvannnjuallal.
"This town is one of the chief pil-
grim centers of South India but is lit-
tle visited by Europeans," explains a
bulletin from the Washington s
of the National Geographic
society, "nils ostracism is not be-
cause the occidental cannot pronounce
the name to ask his way, as one wag
suggests. ' Tiruvannamallnl has 40
large chuttrams, or test houses, while
the only provision for the foreigner Is
a small bungalow of two rooms.
"Two great festivals every year and
a fair every Tuesday assure the gath-
ering numbers of natives," the bul-
letin continues. "During the Kartlgal
festival In Novemlxr or December,
100,000 pilgrims visit the finely carved
temple or climb the 'Holy Fire Hill'
which gives the town Its name. At
such times cholera frequently takes a
heavy toll and for ninny years attempts
have been made to Improve the water
supply.
A Cross Roads of Religion and Trade.
"Four roads meet at Tiruvannamall-
nl, three of them crossing the alluvial
plain toward the north, south and east.
The fourth road carries a heavy traffic
over the Chengam Pass Into the Salem
district. Thus the town Is not only a
famous religious center but an Impor-
tant entrepot of trade as well.
"South Arcot, the district In which
Tlrumvannamallnl Is found, sweeps up
from the harhorless Coromandel coast
fronting on the ISay of Bengal to the
Fasten) Ghats, the hills which mark
the fall line between the plain nnd
the plateau, which drives south like a
wedge from the Deccan nnd splits Mad-
ras Presidency Into two widely dis-
similar regions. Great expanses of re-
served forests clothe these hills and
the sandalwood and teak .found there
form some of the most Important as-
sets of the region. Leopards, small
bears, deer and wild hogs abound nnd
there are several favorite shooting
grounds near at hand.
When the Sun Went Out.
"But the main Interest in Tiruvan-
namallnl is the lire festival, whose in-
ception recalls one of the famous leg-
ends connected with Hindu mythol
ogy. Many ages ago, tne legena ruiks,
Sivn, the destroyer, and his wife Pur-vn-
were wandering through Kallusa,
the Hindu paradise, it was the twi-
light hour and the (lower garden In
which they strolled was filled with the
seductive perfumes of the East. In
a flirtatious moment ParvntI playfully
covered the eyes of her lord with her
shapely hands und drew the godly
head to her bosom.
"The time quickly passed for these
two wanderers In Elysium. But what
seemed but a moment to them was a
period of many years for the hapless
inhabitants of the world whose sun
and moon hud thus been darkened.
When Siva realized the hardship which
his wife's coquetry had caused, he
sent her forth to do penance at the
various holy places with which the
southern portion of Indian is dotted.
When she at Inst reached Tiruvan-
namallnl, the famous 'Holy Fire Hill'
of South Arcot district, Siva appeared
at the top of the Isolated peak, ns u
sign that his wife's thoughtlessness
was forgiven.
"At the foot of tlio. hill, just outside
the chief town of the region, lies the
fine temple of Tinivnmiiunnllal. It Is
to this place that the pilgrims Hock on
the v n of the festival which com
Commercial Exhibitions Spring-
ing to Life After Discourage-
ment of War Years.
FAIRS THAT GO TO PEOPLE
Future May See Fair Established in
Ark of Air Capable of Carrying
Message of Progress and Cul-
ture to Remote Places.
Wi
.hlngton. "From Winnipeg to
Itlo de Janeiro, and from Chrlstianla
and Algiers to Singapore and Tokyo,
commerclnl fairs and exhibitions are
springing to life after the discourage-
ment of war years, and are playing an
Increasingly important part In mak-
ing nations acquainted with each other
and with the kinds of Uvea each
leads," says a bulletin from the Wash
ington headquarters of the National
Geographic society. The bulletin
points out that a greater number of
such expositions Is scheduled for 1922
than those held in pre-wa- r days In a
decade.
"Fairs have been important factors
In the lives of nations nnd In the evo
lution of society itself," continues the
bulletin. "But In order to survive they
have hud to go through some vital
changes. They probably started in the
dim dnys ot prehistoric Asia as sort of
Irregular markets held at relatively
long Intervals; and during the Middle
Ages when transportation wns difficult
they were the chief agencies of Eu-
ropean trade.
A Few Old Types Survive.
"Where conditions have remained
relatively primitive the famous old
fairs have continued to function until
today. The annual fair at Nizhni
Novgorod continued largely to dom-Innt- e
the commercial life of Russia
until the revolution, and even since
then the distribution of foodstuffs, tex-
tiles and furs through this old gather-
ing place of traders has been an Im-
portant Item. For centuries It hns
been the gigantic exchange counter
between vast nrens of Asia and Eu
rope.
"In the portions of the world well
developed with highways, cnnnls, rail
ways and ocean ports, both the local
and International fairs of the old type,
devoted largely to the distribution of
staple supplies, died out. But the fair
Idea lived on, merely chnnglng Its
form. Special Industries and groups
of Industries began holding expositions
ASK your local dealer to rec-omm-
a practical dec-
orator." If you are unable to
secure one you can do the work
yourself, tinting and stenciling
your walls to give beautiful results.
InsteadofKahominc or Wall Paper
Buy Alabastine from your local dealer, white and a variety of tints,
ready to mix with cold water and apply with a suitable brush.
Each package has the cross and circle printed in red. By inter
mixing Alabaitine tints you can accurately
rugi and obtain individual treatment of each
match draperies and
room.
MIA IN ONI TH ONLY TOOl
Write for special suggestions and
latest color combinations
ALABASTINE COMPANY.
1(47 Grudrilla An. Cmi Ripidt, Mica. w
gig jp
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1IN DANCE FROCKS
TO STENCIL THE HOME WALLS
NERVOUS AND
HALF-SIC- K WOMEN
These Letters Recommending Lydia EL. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound Will Interest You
For Your Own Good Please Read Them5 -- I v""v
Youngstown, Ohio. "Last fall I
began to feel mean and my back hurt
me and I could hardly do my little bit
of housework. I was played out
when I would just sweep one room
and would have to rest. I would have
to put a cushion behind me when I
would sit down and atnightl could not
sleep unless I had something under
my back. I had awful cramps every
month and was just nearly all in.
Finally my husband said to me one
day, 'Why don't you try Lydia E.Pinkham's medicine ?' and I Baid, 'I
am willing to take anything if I could
get well again.' So I took one bottle
and a second one and felt better and
the neighbors asked me what I was
doing and said, 'Surely itmust be do-
ing you good all right. ' I have justfinished my eighth bottle and I can-
not express to you how I feel, the
way I would like to. If you can use
this letter you are welcome to it andif any woman does not believe what I
have written to be true, she can write
to me and I will describe my condi-
tion to her as I have to you. M rs.
Elmer Heasley, 141 S. Jackson St,
Youngstown, Ohio.
"I was very nervous and run-
down," writes Mrs. L. E. Wiese of
706 Louisa St., New Orleans, La. "I
would often sit down and cry, and was
always blue and bad no ambition. I
was this way for over a year and had
allowed myself to get into quite a
serious condition. One day I saw your
advertisement in the daily paper and
began to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound at once. I have
improved ever since taking the thirdbottle and find it is the best medicine
I have ever taken."
Benefited by First Bottle
"I was completely run down and
not able to do my housework. I just
dragged myself around and did not
have energy to get up when once I sat
down. I read advertisements of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound in our paper 'The Indiana Daily
Times, ' and learned all about it. 1 re-
ceived results from the very first bot-
tle and now I am doing all my own
work, even washing and ironing, and
I never felt better in my life. I tell
all my friends it is due to you." Mrs.
Elizabeth Reinbold, 403 N. Pine
St., Indianapolis, Indiana.
You should pay heed to the experi-
ences of these women. They know
how they felt before taking the Veg-
etable Compound, and afterwards,
too. Their words are true.
Lydia E. Pinklmni's Private Text-Boo- k upon "AilmentsPeculiar to Women" will be Nent you free upon request. Writeto the Lydia K Pinkhain Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
BETTER
ROADS
GET SURPLUS WAR MATERIAL
Bureau of Public Roads Distribute
Different Articles for Highway
Construction.
(Prepared by the United States Department
of Aertculture. I
Many and varied are the articles of
surplus war material which have been
distributed through the bureau of pub
lic roads United States Department
of Agriculture, among the vurlous
states for purposes.
These articles were turned over by
the War department to the Depart
ment of Agriculture under the Wads-
worth-Knh- bill, the sole stipulation
attached to their use being tluit they
be devoted exclusively to the construe
tlon and maintenance of roads. The
distribution, which has been in process
for some time, probubly will be com
pleted about the middle of next yeur.
The total value of machinery, equip
ment, and supplies, independent of
motor vehicles, which have been ills
tributed is more than $:SO,000,(X)0.
More than 10 closely written type-
wrii.en pages are required for the
list of articles alone. In the list are
included ninny thousands of iron untl
steel bars, Including 120,497 pairs of
splice bars for rails; 48,40
axes of various kinds; several hun
dred automobile bodies, and ninny
thousand tons of spare parts; 12,!i!)8
brooms of various kinds; 273,085 feet
of assorted ruble; (HI cnnieriis; 1.201
Truck Adapted to Road Work.
miscellaneous lint and gondola cars;
fi2X) miscellaneous concrete "carts ;
17,350 feet of cord ; 1,553 compasses
of various sizes; 1,108 field desks; 2--
!rlndstnnes ; 4,000 hammers ; 10,078
lets of assorted harness; 1,909 hatch
?ts; 382,282 feet of various kind
ind sizes of hose; 31,025 assorted
lanterns; 14 sets of micrometers; 15,
S02 sheets of sand paper; 150, 430
picks; 47,000 spark plugs; 307.0J7
fence posts ; 25,000 gross tons of rails ;
888,007 sheets of roofing metal; 404,-80- 0
feet of various kinds und sizes of
rope; 07 sulanuinders; 378,812 shovels
of various kinds ; 47,892 spades ;
1,757 tractors of various types; 4,773
wagons ; 7,900 wheelbarrows ; and wire
of various kinds amounting to approxi-
mately 2,000 tons.
EXTENSIVE SURVEY OF ROADS
Mileage, Coat. Character of Construc-
tion, Improvement Work, Etc., to
Be Ascertained.
America's network of road
ways is soon to lie measured accurate-
ly In terms of mileage, cost, charac-
ter of construction, Improvement work,
and general condition by the bureau
of public roads of the United States
Department of Agriculture. The sur-
vey, which Is the most extensive ever
undertaken and the first In seven
years, Is to be made with the old of
state and local officials the country
over, anil is comparable only to the
great task of taking the nationnl cen-
sus.
MICHIGAN KEEPS ROADS OPEN
About 1,200 Miles of Highways Being
Kept Clear of Snow for Motor-vehic-
Traffic.
Michigan Is keeping open about 1,- -
iOO miles of Its highways this wintor
n order that motor vehicle traffic niny
nove unhampered on Intercity roiuls.
Michigan first adopted the ronil- -
elearlng plan on a state scale during
tjie war, when It was necessary to
move army trucks out of Mlclilgnn
factories and to transport war sup-
plies by truck between cities. ;it
worked out so well tluit the highway
department has been following the
practice ever since.
WILL PLANT OREGON CEDARS
Systematic Work to Be Inaugurated
In Pennsylvania During the
Coming Year.
Systematic planting of trees along
Pennsylvania slate highways In for-
est areas Is he undertaken this
year. Itomls with the least number
of poles with wires will be given pref- -
erence. Plans also are being made
to obtain cedars from Oregon for ex--
perhoentii! pluming In this slate,
Constant Demand for the Dec-
orative Little Gowns.
Paris Has Run on Orchid and Petunia
Tints Dazzling Colors Have
Prominence.
On the Riviera as elsewhere
writes a Paris fashion correspiatfdent,
frocks are In constant demand, decora-
tive little gowns suitable for dance
teas, and more elaborate, but not real-
ly very different, toilettes for the eve-
ning.
And Just here I must pause a second
to point out that it becomes more and
more the fashion to wear frocks at
dance teas, which the girls of a few
years ago would have considered suffi-
ciently gorgeous for evening use.
Paquin's latest dance frock Is a
girlish affair, expressed In petu-
nia-colored lace and charmeuse, with
clusters of black waxed flowers trail
ing carelessly down the front.
The manner In which simple
draperies were arranged was the Im-
portant thing. The uneven hem, which
is still at the height of Its popularity,
was in evidence, and the d
effect was varied by the Introduction
of a drapery which crossed the figure
in front at a sharp angle, falling low
at the right side.
This dress was absolutely sleeveless
and the corsage was guiltless of trim-
ming.
This particular style had taken root.
One sees it exploited In the very best
Bhowrooms. In fact, a trimmed corsuge
would look nowadays.
There Is a run on the orchid and pe
tunia tints. Certain famous dressmak-
ers are trying to make very brilliant,
almost crude colors fashionable, but
the mujority of the exclusive women
prefer the subtle shades of puce-pink- ,
Dance Frock of Petunia Lace and
Charmeuse With Clusters of Black
Waxed Flowers.
petunia, blue, lemon yellow and so on.
I have lately seen some wonderful yel-
low tints which had more than a dush
of pink In their composition, and a
certain pale blue which looks helio-
trope under a strong light.
For Frocks for Children.
Lightweight wool jersey cloth, con-
tinues to be populur in utility frocks
for children.
NUMBER 5 SHOES
Chairman of National Shoe Retailers'
Convention Declares Larger Sizes
Are in Demand.
More spacious living quarters are at
hand for the ten little pigs that went
to nioket and various other alleged
places. For the modern Cinderella ad-
mits she wears a No. 5 shoe.
American women have brought their
brains to their heels and at last are
wearing shoes that actually fit them,
according to John O'Connor of Chi-
cago, general chairman of the National
Shoe Retailers' convention recently In
session at Chicago.
'A woman used to think her life
was ruined If she didn't wear a No. 1
(double A), or at least pretend she
did," said Mr. O'Connor.
But the feminization of the golf
links, woman suffrage, or a desire to
get more leather for the money has
caused women to be on the level with
their feet.
Mix your colors if you would have
a fashionable shoe. Black and white,
black and gray, brown nnd tan, black
and red are particularly good comb-
inations.
Straps, single, double, triple, criss-
cross, Interwoven, entangled; straps
and open spaces form the most Impo-
rtant part of all the new models. The
French round toe and the American
extreme pointed toe have met In a
round point that Is popular.
Smart Spring Wardrobe.
A smart spring wardrobe should In-
clude a cape dress, and for the early
days of the season krlmmer is suggest-- 1
Process Is Simpla and Adds Dignlt)
and Charm to the Different
Rooms.
The process of treating walls at the
present time Is rather a simple
proposition. In the years gone by, in
the better homes It has been con
sidered good taste to use decorative
effects in the way of elaborate sten-
cils, free hand work, or highly figured
papers, where paper was used. At
the present time simplicity Is con-
sidered good taste. Some people pre--
Stenciling the Walls.
fer a simple stencil put on with some
contrasting yet harmonizing color In
the way of a frieze.
In using wuter color on walls, the
side wall can be run up to the ceiling
angle and the ceiling coated with some
other color to give contrast, or the
color used on the ceiling may be
brought down on the side wull to the
picture molding. This space between
the picture molding and the celling
can be left pluln or a nice stencil de-
sign used.
While a
.practical painter and
decorator can always do better work
thnn nn amateur, the process, of
stenciling wulls Is so simple that a
great deul of this work is done by the
property owners themselves.
SUIT OR COAT, AN OLD QUERY
One-Plec- e Frock Solves Problem for
Many Women; Convenience
Gets Stamp of Approval.
The relutlve merits of a frock and
coat combination and the suit and sep-arat- e
blouse combination for wear
when traveling have often been dis
cussed., It has often been noted that
some women, like French women, In
cline to the frock and coat combina-
tion, while others give preference
to the suit and separate blouse.
Much, doubtless, can be said In favor
of either type of appurel.
The chief attraction of the suit Is
that It can be made into several dif
ferent blouses. Moreover, If yon use
wash blouses greater freshness of ap
pearance is possible than with tl j dhe- -
plece frock.
But there Is an In
the one-piec- e frock that recommends
itself to many women. If one Is .go
ing away to be gone from morning till
evening "one feels better dressed at
the end of the day in a coat and one-piec-e
frock. The coat and e
frock seems more appropriate for the
afternoon tea hour than the suit nnd
blouse. Moreover, women nowadays
do not like to remove the suit jacket,
while the coat is removed and may
be checked on going iLto a hotel res-
taurant or tea room.
HAVE THE CALL
ed for trimming, according to the De-
signer. Black kasha cloth with a cape
lined with colored crepe de chine Is
smurt, or onilttlng the krlmmer, It can
be made entirely of crepe de chine,
crepe faille, sntln, taffeta or broad-
cloth, duvetyn, trlcotlne, cheviot or Jer-
sey. Inserted side sections give the ef-
fect of a paneled skirt. Lower edge
about two yards.
Gingham Checks in Silk.
Taffeta dresses in small gingham
checks are trimmed In ruffles of
luce, and In these the brown
aud white check with the tinted
ecru valenclennes Is well liked.
Inset embroidered squares of batiste
are used in many of these taffetas
for dress wear and for the party frocks
pastel shades are used. These are
trJmmed in lnces and embroideries of
all kinds and many of them have the
most novel sleeve treatments, some-
times just the merest suggestion of a
sleeve.
Housecleanlng Garb. ,
While housecleanlng, dress appropri-
ately for the work. Some housekeep-
ers wear a divided skirt or bloomers
made of four widths of heavy dark
skirting. These are gathered Into
bands and buttoned about the ankles
and waist. Pull the sleies up as far
as you want them to go and put elas-
tic bands on the arms over the sleeves.
Trim the fingernnlls as short as can
besborne with comfort. This prevents
their being broken or torn when obliged '
to work without gloves. Wear a dust
cap, a big apron and loose gloves.
Her Baby.
"I've left my babe in there to die I"
shrieked a frantic woman who was
rescued from the burning building.
Policemen were asking the number
of her room when u iiuiii In
pajamas and a Jaunty hat appeared
on a balcony nnd oalleil down : "Don't
worry, Lou ; I'm safe."
"My baby," gnspeil the woman,
thankfully.
Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Never
Suspect It
Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected.
Judging from reports from drussists
Who are cormtantly in direct touch with
the public, there is one preparation thut
has been very successful in overcoming
these conditions. The mild and healing
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Hoo- t ia
Boon realized. It stands the higheBt for
its remarkable record of success.
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in
an interview on the subject, made the as-
tonishing statement that one reason why
bo many applicants for insurance are re
jected ia because kidney trouble ia ao
common to the American people, and the
large majority of those whose applica-
tions are declined do not even suspect
that they have the disease. ,
Dr. Kilmer Swamp Koot is on sale
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large. However, if you wish
first to test this great preparation Bend
ten cents to Dr. Kilmer &. Co., Bingham-ton- ,
N. Y., for a sample bottle. When
writing be sure and mention this paper.
Advertisement.
Practice.
"Poos your daughter practice her
music regularly?"
Yes, Just n regularly as I remem
ber to remind her that she must do
It."
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
rASTORIA, that fumous old remeriv
for Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the 10
,f7 .Signature rtCrfr7&ZZZt4
In Use for Over 80 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori
Giving a Guess.
"Pn, what la this heel of Achilles?"
"Something new In rubber, I
g'pose." Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
One of the uncertainties of life
the uncertainty of love.
Mrs. WiYie McNeely
Houston, Texas. "I consider Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription a won-
derful tonic for women. It has been
of especial benefit to. me during moth-
erhood, and I recommend it very
highly to other young mothers." Mrs.
Willie McNeely, 2213 Chestnut Street.
Don't wait a moment If you're weak
but procure this Prescription of Dr.
Pierce's, In tablets or liquid, at your
nearest drug store. If you are troubled
write Dr. Pierce, President Invalids'
Hotel in Buffulo, N. Y., and receive
good medical advice In return, free of
all expense.
j, Much More.
"Old Mr. Grnblt holds his own, does
lie?" "Yes, and as much of anybody
else's as he can get."
Lloyd LOOMProducts
Baby Carriages & Furniture
Ask Your Local Dealer
Write Now
for 32-Pa-
Illus-
trated
Booklet
The Lloyd Manufacturing Company
Htyuood-Wahfit- Co.)
Dept. E
Menominee, Michigan (16)
One Man's
First Pipeful
The following letter tells a good-luc- k
story:
L. c. LAY
Waco, Teiaa
1115 South 4th Street
November 26, 1920.
Larua & Brother Company
Richmond, Virginia.
Gentlemen:
When I amoked my flrat pipeful of
Edgeworth Borne aiz montha ago, 1 waa
aomething like the old maid who waa
carried to the park and kiaaed for thefirst time. Aa the atory goea ahe remarked:
"Do it again, for there is tomtthing I like
about it." And ao waa my experience
with Edgeworth.
I am a commercial artist, and draw
"Phooiish Phellowa" for my daily
When drawing picturea X have
always amoked eonatantly. And I have
found in Edgeworth a little keener aatia- -'
faction,' more abiding content-
ment, than I had known before I
thia remarkable tobacco.
That waa aome aix montha ago, and
there is atill that
I -t that won't
Wear ou.
a Youra very truly,
(Signed) L. C. Lay
To prepare" a tobacco that many
rs will welcome as a dis-
covery six months after they have
lighted up tne first
pipeful, is some-
thing well worthiiii doing.Perhaps morethan once a pipe-smok-er
chances upmi next to a smokingtobacco that seemsa lot better than
i the sort he has
..been smoking.
But a few
days or a few
weeks or a few
months later,
it doesn't seem
to smoke quite so good.
Now, a good smoking tobacco has
got to seem like a discovery not only
at the first pull at the pipe, but on
through the years.
That means that it has got to suit
exactly the needs of many pipe-smok-
who would throw it aside if
it didn't.
Edgeworth seems to keep on being
regarded as a discovery by smokers
months and years after they begin
smoking it.
It might seem like a discovery to you.
We don't insist that it will. Pipe-smok-
differ too widely in their in-
dividual tastes.
But we would like to have you put
it to the test.
Simply write on a post-ca- rd your
name and address, then that of the
dealer filling your smoking needs, and
we will sei you samples of Edge-wor- th
iri both forms Plug Slice and
Ready-Subbe-
Edgeworth Plug Slice is pressed,
then sliced. Rub one thin, moist slice
for a moment between the hands.
That's an average pipe-loa- d.
Edgeworth Ready-Rubb- is just
that ready to pour straight into your
pipe. It packs rather well. Now seehow freely and evenly it burns.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes,
suited to the needs and means of all
puchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug
Slice and Edgeworth Ready-Rubb-
come in small pocket-siz- e packages,
in attractive tin humidors and glass
jars, and in economical
quantities for smokers desiring more
than a small package, yet not quite
the humidor size.
For the free samples, address Larua
& Brother Co., 41 South 21st Street,
Richmond, Va.
Tyflslail Tobacco Merckanti If
your jobber cannot supply you with
EdgeworflC Larus & Brother Com-
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
parcel post a one-- or n carton
of any size of Plug Slice or Ready-Rubb- ed
for the same price you would
pay the jobber.
The Courtship.
"Then she refused to smile upon
you?"
"Yes, slip (live me the laugh."
Louisville Courier-Journal- .
It Is never too lute to mend, marry
or get a divorce.
A COLD TO DAY" DONT DELAY
to Cures ' Cbilds in .14 atxrsQ
LaOrtppe in 3 DaysH I ULCO.,DCTOIT.
Ladies Let Cuticura
Keep Your Skin
Fresh and Young
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcum 25c.
S7 THE The Name
S WMi.w ov LABORATORY nn Serums. Vaeelne
and flftgreaiins slgnifin, Made by The Labor
tory that Knows How." Twenty-fiv- years of con
gcientiom endeavor in one line count for something
The Cutter Laboratory
Berkeley (U. a License) California
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Restore Color and
Beauty to Gray and Faded Hairl
quo. ana i,w I'rufnrisii.
Biatvn Chora. WkB. l'at?liiiKUP,lf.T-
HINDERCORNS
lomec, ato.. itnpi all pala. miure comfort to tliaffft, make walking- ay. 16u- - by tnati or at Unifflit. BtaoosCbauleaiWwki.raletuigiia.N.X. jhoWenta
instantly opens your head and
makes breathing- easy. Fine for
CATARRH COLDS COUGHS
751 at stores or K( by mall. Adriren
New York Drug Concern. New York
Wation B. Coleman,PATENTS Patent Lawyer.WubiDiiion
I). G. Advice and book fraa.
Eatea reasonable. UlfrbeatrefereQoei. Uettieirloea.
OREGON
Famous Willamette Valley
For Information ind booklat writ
KYLER & BLAKELY, Corvalllt, Ongon
GOITRE CTKKD
Without operation. Absolutely reliable. Par-
ticular free. UK I. LAW & CO.. Uliulfr, Wyflf
HrmBtltrhlrifr-IMrotinB- ; AUttrhinrnt. Works
on miy sewing mach.; enslly adjusted. PAce$2.60 delivered, with full Instruction!, (lam
Novelty Co., Box 1031, Corpus Chrlt.Lt, Tesaa.
mm Irs
WARNING ! Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds Headache Rheumatism'
Toothache Neuralgia Neuritis
Earache Lumbago Pain, Pain
Accept only "Bayer" packaee which contains proper directions.
Handy "Bayer" boxw of 12 Ublet Also bottles of 24 and
100 Druggists,
ijplrla to t timoa atk at Bajer IluoUctu at Monoantlcacldaattr ot Sallcrlteaell
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LITTLE CHANCETHE WORLD IN FOREIGNSir Donald MacMaster, member of
the House of Commons from Surrey,
died in London recently.
Georges Carpentler will be confined
to his room for several days In Paris
STiS2SE5HS2SHS2S2SHS2SSSES2S2SHS2SZ5ES25i!S2SHS2S2SESSSSSHS2SHS2SaS2SaSHJ
PROGRESS OF AUTOMOBILE TIRE I
INDUSTRY SINCE 1910 IS SHOWN
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PARAGRAPHS TO AVERT STRIKE
Southwest News
From All Over
New Mexico
and Arizona
as a result of an operation for an In-
fected condition of the throat.
MINE WORKERS INSIST UPONA campaign Is being carried on inA BRIEF RECORD OF PA6SING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOR-
EIGN COUNTRIES- -
MAINTENANCE OF EXISTING
WAGE SCALES.
certain French newspapers against any
program by the United States to col-
lect its war debts from France. (Wattra Nmipiper Union Nern gerrict.)
Between 300,000 and 500,000 British Final plans have been made for the
engineers and machinists are Idle as Clovls baseball team to become aflli- -IN LATE DISPATCHES WILLING TO NEGOTIATEresult of the employers' lockout.
t--y y m & . as git jar its as ss ss i&
j I I I Tl
M0 i
'
140 j i Y
...
Cotton Increase .' X 1
ated with the West Texas League.About 8,000 workshops were said to be
closed. Plans are under way for the erection
of a new armory building for the unitA strike of ship officers at Vera Cruz of the New Mexico National Guard of OPERATORS REFUSE TO ENTERhas been declared against vessels Mountulnalr, N. M.
DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.
The Bisbee High School Girls' bas CONFERENCE WITH
UNION-FU- EL
FOR TEN WEEKS.
owned by the Mexican Steamship Com-
pany, which is controlled by the Mex-
ican government.
ketball team, by defeating Mesa at
Tucson by a score of 33 to 20, won theA number of American shoe com UboriMHJhr(Western Newspaper Union Newi Santo.)panies and tanneries are establishing
common sales agency In Hamburg Washington. Little hope of avert
wo !;
80 ' fis I I
WholeMle Price of
for dealing with Germany, Czecho Slo ing a strike in the unionized bitumi
(WetUn Nnripiptr Union Ntvi Stnta.)
WESTERN
Joseph Feltln, 45, was shot through
the head and killed at Sun Jose, Cal.,
by his father, Louis Feltln, 80, as the
result of an altercation between the
two as to whether a neighbor should
vakia, Hungary, Rumania and Austria. nous coal fields on April 1 has been
CMonStffihisWH au urmmoai tics as i i--jI I I I 4 Comntled biiUS Do. N.Accompanying the Fifth American
state championship for this year.
As a result of the opening of the
copper mines In the southern part of
New Mexico there are now nearly 400
men employed In the big smelter at El
Puso.
Lon C. Harmon, heading what was
known as the Taxpayers' ticket, was
elected mayor of Phoenix at a primary
ballot that drew the heaviest vote in
the city's history.
announced in those official circles
which are most concerned with the re All CbmmodHiie
Wfchigher
infantry regiment for Antwerp on the
first stage of the voyage to the Unit peated governmental attempts to
bring ubout an adjustment of wageed States were thirty-on- e German
j j M parrmnitof Labor. 7Labor I ncrease Jf I Vw lii-f-- H
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-
se -. - y Average Price of
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" Tires. Lower than Ever
JO ,' ,
agreement differences.
Mine operators, It was declared,
were continuing In their refusal to en
brides of soldiers, and eight babies
born under the protection of the Stars
and Stripes on the Ithlne.
Commenting on the American gov-
ernment's decision not to participate
In the Genoa conference, the Tempo,
Rome, says the American note might
ter a conference with the United Mine
Workers looking to the creation of a
A large nhmber of Texas cattlemen
are going to Las Vegas to attend the
annual convention of the New Mexico
Cattle and Horse Growers' Associa-
tion, March 20 and 21.
new wage contract for the central Hv lM Tires 60S Lwr
competitive field, notwithstanding rep
ao HI I 1 h-- Kresentations made to them by Secreseem to be "a premeditated act of na Rubber Decrease I N-- Rubber 88iLoitary of Labor Davis, who holds that too Li I i i i i i
Mohave county In Arizona Is taking
steps to build a good road from Chlor-
ide to the Boulder caflon damsite, in
the Grand Caflon. This road will run
tional egotism, by which, under the
pretext of checking the ambitions of
others, the United States tries to
existing contracts require them ut
least to enter negotiations regardless
be given permission to erect a shed on
their property.
George H. Kirk, a well known bunk-
er and fanner of ISenchland, Judith
()aln, Mout., has announced his can-
didacy for the Republican nomination
for congressman ,to succeed Hon. Carl
U. Illddick. Mr. Kirk Is u brother of
the lute John Kirk, a former mayor of
JJutte.
New evidence, which he asserts will
how that Mrs. Louise I'eete, serving
a life term at Sun Quenlln prison, wus
not the murderer of Jacob Charles
JDenton in Los Angeles, has been
found, according to S. S. Hahn, an at-
torney of thut city, who visited the
prison to obtain u deposition from
Mrs. I'eete.
Air Mail Pilot Paul P. Scott walked
'
'to Delle, Utah, recently after spend-
ing a night lost In a blizzard, accord-
ing to wireless dispatches received at
While most commodities used by
man have advanced in cost during themake Its own political ami financial by way of White Hills. of whether such negotiations are car-
ried to completion. past decade, automobile tires are aInterests predominant."
notable exception.The United Mine Workers of AmerA number of mining men recently
visited Carrlzozo to make plans for theA provisional settlement of the Figures Just complied bring out thestrike of officers on the vessels op operation of the Iron mines near Cap significant fact that tire prices have a
ica, the general union organization,
was declared to be entirely willing to
enter a conference, although insisting
upon the maintenance of existing wage
Itan In the Capltan mountains. Considerated by the Mexican Steamship
Company, which is controlled by the steady
downward trend since the year
erable development work Is planned 1910, with only a comparatively smallMexican government, bus been reached Increase during the war and after-wa- rFor the first time In months a night
.shift, composed of a foreman, three
The officers will perform their duties scales, which were adopted In 1920.The employers ure demanding reduc days.for the next ten days during which Tires of standard make can now beshift bosses 'and about fifty men, Is tions amounting to 20 per cent or more,an attempt will he made to bring again working at the Junction shaft of It wus Indicated in official circles bought at lower prices than before the
war, and indeed lower than at any
about a definite settlement. The ships
which were tied up in the port at Vera
the Calumet and Arizona Mining Com that the government would go no fur-
ther at present, but await the develop time since 1910.puny s Bisbee property.
And this has been done without
period from 1915 to the summer of
1920 saw the general range of com-
modities in the United States climb-
ing on and up until at the peak of
1920, they were over 160 per cent
higher than In 1910.
In the rubber industry this increase
In the cost of materials and labor
was necessarily reflected In the cost
of tires. The downward trend In price
which had previously marked the In-
dustry up to 1916 was replaced by a
period of rising prices. From the
spring of 1918 until the fall of'iaTJ
tire figures reached a point where
they were within 30 per cent of the
1910 level.
End of Increased Costs.
The fall of 1920, however, saw the
end of the period of Increased costs
In nearly every raw material and fin-
ished product used by consumers.
Long staple cotton came down as
sharply as It had risen, though It did
not get back to its old low leveVs, and
at the beginning of 1922 is still about
55 per cent higher than In 1910.
In this it ranges just a little higher
than the general price average of all
ment of the threatened strike. The
Cruz by the strike have already sniled.
Asserting that agents of the United
States are in Canada studying the
G. W. P. Hunt, former governor of
Arizona, and Marcus A. Smith, former degree of possible government Inter
United States senator from Arizona
sacrifice of quality, for every tire user
knows that he is getting twice the
average mileage from his tires that
he was getting a few years ago.
ventiou later, It was said by a high
official, would be determined by theQuebec system of liquor distribution recently addressed the State Legislaunder police supervision, L. A. Tus- - degree to which the strike, If it deture In Joint session. Governor Campchereau, prime minister of the prov This unusual result has been acveloped, might uffect adversely thebell and other state officials were pres-
ent. The House gallery was filled to public welfare. Statistics assembledhire, predicted
in n House debate that
"the example of Quebec will be fol for the Labor Department indicatecapacity.
complished through the tremendously
increased demand and use, which per-
mitted quantity production, and In
larger part by means of the successive
lowed not only throughout Canada that 05,000,000 tons of coul are nowReorganization of the school systembut also In the United States." In Que In storage, approximately a ten weeks'at the state periltentinry at Florencebec liquors are sold directly to the in-
dividual from bonded warehouses,
Improvements In manufacturing proc-
esses, which brought quality up andAriz.,
Is being worked out under the supply for the entire country, that this
amount Is rapidly .being augmented,
tne Jieno air mail tieiii. He was
forced to land when he run Into a
storm and In walking to Delle, was
lost In the blizzard. He was unin-
jured ami his plane was not damaged.
Nonl) Vonger, charged with unlawful
.possess j on of Intoxicating liquor, is ii
free man following his acquittal at
Simnyslde, Wash., by what Is 'believed
to have been the slate's first "all wom-
an" Jury lo sit In Judgment In a liquor
.case. Mrs. it. C. McCredle, former
president of the Washington Federa-
tion Of Women's Chilis, headed the
Jury.
When Edward Gilbert, mining ex-
pert, died at his home in Los Angeles
recently he widowed two wives, one
Jji Los Angeles and the oilier In Chi-
cago, according to reports. Gilbert
was sulci to have disappeared from his
twme in Chicago nineteen years ago.
Then, It is reported, he went to Mex-
ico, where he wus marrle again. And
or seventeen years be kept the secret
itt his purported Chicago marriage
from bis second spouse.
direction of Governor Thomas E,Heer of moderate alcoholic content is costs down.
Campbell with the view of giving those und that nonunion production is tend-
ing to Increase. Chart Tells Story.The accompanying chart tells a
sold over public bars.
GENERAL
behind the burs a better opportunity
to become good citizens on their re-
lease from prison.
striking story of the progress since
1910 of an industry whose productsHarry Kellar,
world famous magi
Local agreements between the
union and operators are also expected
to go Into effect on or before April 1,
which would Insure maintenance of
commodities In the country, as com-
piled by the United States Department
of Labor.cian, died at his home In Los Angeles, The Bank of Phoenix has closed. The approach the billion dollar mark Inafter two years of 111 health and a se total annual figures.vere Illness of several weeks. He was Studying the chart In detail, it will
Institution formerly was the Central
Rank, which suspended business on
March 21, 1021, and was reorganized
three months later as the Bank of
further operations.
Secretary Davis was said to be
maintaining a policy of hands off with
be noted that starting with 1910, the
73 years old.
The Sherman Hotel Company, Chi general range of commodities in thereference to the anthracite situation,cago, was fined $25,000 In Federal United States ran about uniform upPhoenix. A rewnt statement listed
the capitalization at $100,000 anue- -Court, the maximum penalty for viola until lata, wniie cotton ana rubber,Hon of the Volstead act. The fine the two chief materials used In theposlts aggregating $1,537,485.
was assessed by Judge George A. Car J. P. Parker, ranchman living east production of tires, had a generaldownward trend.penter.
on the ground that operators and min-
ers were now conferring and that pros-
pects were at leust hopeful that wage
contracts would be made. Officials
declared there was no reason to be-
lieve that a coal strike would spread
to other Industries and took occasion
to point out that In 1903, when a gen
of Fanvell, Texas, died from a bullet
wound In the stomach said to have Corresponding to this, the price ofuen. vtrgit loung cook. 7a yenrs
old, former grand commander of the
United Confederate Veterans, died at
been Inflicted by H. E. Guy, president the finished tires similarly moveddownward until in January, 1915,of the Farwell State Bank, and of the
Labor costs, too, had come down
part of the way, but still, in this in-
dustry, stand more thun 100 per cent
over the 1910 level.
Crude rubber, which represents less
than 25 per cent of the manufactur-
ing cost of tires, fabric and labor be-
ing the big items, has been moving
gradually downward since 1916 and
though now on the upgrade, Is still
80 per cent below 1910. Its price broke
sharply, too, In the fnlljof ,192,0.
Cost of Tire's Fell.
The cost of finished tires came
down Immediately In the fall of 1920
In line with the lowered cost of ma-
terials and labor, despite the fact that
there were large accumulations of
stock, both raw materials and finish-
ed products, to be absorbed So today
we find a situation where tires are
60 per cent lower than In 1910.
In other words, tires have not only
gone below the pre-w- levels, but
they reached the lowest point theyFarmers' State Bank, Texico, N. M.,his home at IJatesvllle, Ark., recently.He Is survived by his widow and three had ever reached, a point not againand mayor of the latter city. The to be touched until the price reduc
eral strike developed In the anthra-
cite regions, former President Roose-
velt did not interfere until it had been
in progress for six months.
shooting Is said to have taken place tions that took place this winter.outside the bank as a result of a fi-
nancial difference. Guy was arrested At this time, 1915, tires were aboutJohn L. Lewis, president of the 58 per cent lower than In 1910.and released on bond. He claims Crude rubber prices turned upwardUnited Mine Workers, wag expected
to arrive in Washington soon, but
union representatives here si)d ha
In the spring of 1915 and the next
year saw long staple cotton start onWhat is considered the largestamount figuring in the liability column would then go Immediately to New
of any Individual voluntary petition In York to participate In the anthracite
Its spectacular career, mounting high-
er and higher, passing all former
levels ever dreamed ot and reaching
That the plan
Adopted at Bend, Ore., by two motion
picture theaters Is resulting In blgg"f
houses and at least as large revenue as
formerly, was the declaration of J. 15.
Spa.!, manager of the theaters. Many
StIH pay at the old rate, a few pay less
and practically none walked out with-
out dropping some change In the box
left at the door. It Is optional with
.each patron bow much he shall pay, or
whether be pays at all.
WASHINGTON
The comptroller of the currency Is-
sued a call for the condition of all na-
tional banks at the close of business
Friday, March 10.
Increased moisture has Improved
fhe condition of winter wheat In Kau-
nas while a lack of It lias resulted In
ft poor condition of crop In parts of
Nfibrasku, Colorado and New Mexico,
the Department of Agriculture re-
ported In Its crop review for the last
Jialf of February.
The list of stock brokerage house
.casualties In New York touched the
fifty murk recently when In voluntary
ibnnltriiplcy petitions were filed In Fed
bankruptcy filed In years was record negotiations.
daughters.
William Dalton, 17 years old, former
bank clerk, has been placed on trial
for the second time on a charge of rob-
bing the Northwestern Trust Com-
pany, Chicago, of approximately $700,-00- 0
In Liberty bonds.
Chicago's largest taxlenb company,
in a statement recently, announced
that business for 1021 had been so
good that wage Increases totaling
$250,000 for cab drivers, effective Im-
mediately, bad been authorized.
Henry Ford's Muscle Shoals offer
was Indorsed unanimously and resolu-
tions culling on Congress to accept his
bid were passed at a mass meeting of
approximately 3,000 persons in the city
auditorium at Atlanta, Ga., recently.
The problem of quartering mixed
are lower now than they have, ever
ed in the United States district clerk's
office at Santa Fe. when William Harding Party Returns.
Fort Pierce, Fla. President HarW ey Jernlgan, stockman of Lulu,
In the summer of 1920 a figure 287 per
cent higher than In 1910.
At about the same time labor costs
began to rise very sharply all over the
country, affecting every industry that
employed men. With raw materials
and labor costs both increasing, the
been In the history of this Industry.
And this result, In an Industry,
such as the tire industry, which makes
up over a billion dollars worth of
finished goods a year, is a story of
Otero county, N. M., sent in his
petition to be adjudged a bankrupt.
Mr. Jernlgan states that he owes the
ding and his vacation guests have left
Fort Pierce for the final run of their
bousebout trip down the east coast of
tremendous economic significance.sum of $744,329 and his assets are$300,400. His main creditor Is the El
t lorlda. According to their plans,
they will leave for St. Augustine by
'aso Cattle. Loan Company, for $345,- - train preparatory to leaving for000.
Senator Charles E. Burton of YavaJuries of men and women when un Live Stock Loans to Colorado.pai county, Arizona, has introduced inable to agree wus settled by Judge A. the Senate two bills proposing to In Washington. Approval of ninety- -
one advances for agricultural and livecense the governor's salary from $6,- -
C. Hoppmnnn In Dane county Superior
Court In Madison, Wis., recently, when stock purposes, aggregating $2,504,000,
MOTORISTS LOSE
GALLONS OF GAS
Inefficient Working of Automobile
Engine Is Cause of Leakage
of Costly Fuel.
500 a year to $12,000, und to raise the
pay of legislators from $7 a duy to $12. has been announced by the Wur
lie ordered the sexes segregated and
given lodging In different rooms of a
''inance Corporation. The advancesRepresentatives of the Chamber ofhotel. Included Arizona, $106,000; Colorado,
$115,000; Idaho, $130,000; Iowa, $97,- -The
1021 income laxes will bring the
government $2,500,000,000, which Is 000 ; Montana, $38,000 ; Nebraska, $50,--
loss and still the engine maycontlnue
to run fairly well, accordmgto the
Ideas of an amateur driver.
Try the Crank.
If an engine is not running well and
a compression loss is suspected, the
simplest way to detect It is to use the
crank and turn the engine over by
hand, and thus feel the compression
on each individual cylinder. You will
nearly always find that some pistons
will go over compression much easier
than others, and thlsmenns that some-- '
where there is a leak in this cylinder.
The number of miles which a car
should run without having the valves
reground varies greatly, depending on
oiling and other engine conditions.
With the average car under normal
running conditions, however, It Is
probably wise to have the valves
ground at least; once every 5,000 to
10,000 miles, dependiff-q- n the operat-
ing condition of the motor.
000; New Mexico, $93,000; South Da
kota, $59,000, and Wyoming, $55,000.
ora! Court against Kiting & Wall und
I. B. Muilins & Co.
The Supreme Court dismissed the
writs of error by which Alexander
Howat anil other labor leaders sought
to have revelwed the decision of the
Kansas slate courts holding them
gullly of contempt of court for their
refusal to appear before the Court of
Industrial Relations.
In Investigating the record of Ilennio
'F.. Taylor of Crystal Springs, Miss., a
flOldlor who died at Camp Keaiiregard
(n 11)18, the United States veterans'
bureau bus found that Taylor exclu
Commerce who have been making an
Inspection of the wheatcrop of the val-
ley and the East Grand Plains district,
report that the crop Is In splendid con-
dition and there Is every Indication
Hint the next year's crop will be a
bumper. The acreage is about the
same as that of last year but the yield
Country Divided into Dry Districts. FAULTY COMPRESSION BLAMED
Washington. Division of the coun
about $750,01)0,1X10 below the total last
year, treasury statisticians estimated.
The first quarterly payments will
reach no more than $100,000,000, which
is $100,000,000 below the quarterly av-
erage of last year, It Is believed.
The arrest for Intoxication of Fred-
erick R. Wedge, student at the Har-
vard graduate school of education, was
a matter of formal record in the Dis-
trict Court at Watertown, Mass., re
try Into eighteen districts, ns the en
forcement territories of the federal
force of general prohibition agents, has Disarranged
Motor May Appear to
Run Fairly Well, but Trouble Oc-
curs When Car Is Being Run
at Moderately Low Speed.
been nnnounced by Commissioner
Haynes "E. C. Yellqwley, chief of gen-
eral prohibition agents, will be In di-
rect charge of the districts. Each of
the divisions, .Haynes said, will be In
charge of a divisional chief.
will be much better.
Interest in the Vaughn, N. M., oil
field is growing In leaps and bounds,
Inquiries are coming In from all parts
of the United States, and some from
Canada. That this field will now be
thoroughly prospected and developed
Is no longer a guess, nor Is the field to
he rated as a "wildcat" as the showing
of oil In several wells drilled for wa-
ter have proven that oil Is there and
Is a guide In spotting wells to be
Fined for Carrying Films.
Philadelphia. Joe Grlffo, boxing
referee, pleaded guilty In United
States District Court to transporting
motion picture films of the Dempsey-Carpentl-
fight to Pennsylvania from
New Jersey and was fined $1,000.
Thousands of gallons of gasoline are
wasted every day by motorists be-
cause of the inefficient operation of
their engines.
An important detail to watch to
keep the engine running efficiently Is
the compression. A motor with faulty
compression may appear to rua fairly
well when driving the car at a reason-
able speed or when it is working hard.
Lost compression shows up when the
car is being driven at a comparatively
low speed.
How to Tell it.
Under either of these conditions the
drilled for oil which almost ussures
sive of cousins, was closely related to
4 per cent of the total population of
Ills home town of 1,305 residents.
' Officials of the public health serv-
ice nnnounced their sanction of the
continued observance of May 12, anni-
versary of the birth of Florence Night-
ingale, us national hospital day. The
ervlee will Join In uring the public to
visit hospitals on that day as an edu-
cational demonstration in the interest
Sit better health.
national anti-blu- e law conference
Will be held at St. Louis June 23, 24
and 25, the Antl-Illu- Law League for
America, Inc., has announced. It Is
expected ut this conference, It was
gnld, to "settle the question of whether
or not the people of the United States
want blue laws and Interference with
their rights as to the observance of
Sunday."
By a vote of 09 to 82, the House
passed n bill appropriating $1,000,000
to buy seed grain far farmers In
Oorthweslern states who lost their
CTOP 4i recent drouths.
cently. The police blotter containing
the latest entry in the spectacular ca-
reer of "Kid" Wedge, Wisconsin lum-
berjack, prize fighter, University ot
Arizona graduate, school principal and
student of educntlonul psychology, was
brought into court, but the subject of
the entry was not. In accordance with
the practice of Watertown, the pris-
oner was released without arraignment
us a first offender.
Members of St. rnul's Episcopal
church at Elk Itaplds, Mich., have
been discussing means of breaking the
"strike" of their pnstor, the Rev. Mer-to- n
Ross, who has left his congrega-
tion with the announcement he would
remain away until the members dis-
played u greater Interest In church
work."
An examination of candidates at
Springfield, III., filing for stnte offices
has presented another puzzle for the
politicians. There are six women can-
didates for the General Assembly and
many for lesser county offices.
AUTOMOBILE
Deflating an inner tube is a slow
business when this means holding open
fhe valve. Try using a goose quill
which has been cut in the form of a
pen.
Mud, wet or dry, should be removed
with flowing water from a squeezed
sponge, or flowing from a bose with
very little pressure, never with a
water blast.
Insurance companies York,
in the future, will pay Vewirds only
for the arrest and" "conviction of
thieves of automobiles, Instead of of-
fering rewards far the return of stolen
car.
engine will run with an irregularity
that makes the car jerk or jump In
production In commercial quantities.
A trail of bad checks all the way
across the continent was left by
Churles C. Champ, arrested recently at
Winslow, Ariz., according to Plnkerton
detectives. They declared Chump Is
wanted for swindling two nanks of
Denver out of $500. It Is also alleged
he defrauded bunks In Los Angeles,
Dallas, Chicago, Wheeling, W. Va., and
Albuquerque, N. M.
Summer school will be held at the
State University In Albuquerque this
summer for the first time since 1918.
The session will open about the middle
if June and will last six weeks.
Fear Bonus Vote.
Washington. Republican leaders
have been confronted with the 'possi-
bility that they might be unable to
bring about a vote In the House on the
compromise soldiers' bonus bill under
suspension of the rules next Monday.
With a favorable report of the meas-ar- e
by the ways and in;an8 committee
promised by Chairman Fordney, they
generally were agreed that tjie bill
should be disposed of by the House
early next week.
stead of running steadily, as It should.
This Indicates that there Is consider-
able loss of power and that much
more gasoline has to be burned than
when the engine is developing Its full
power.
In fact, gasoline mileage may be cut
nearly la half through compression
THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
HE IS A GREAT FLIER MAROONED NEAR
SAFETY BY STORM LIV
STOCK
Monroe's
to Be
Home
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WIDOW IS HELD
AS "BLUEBEARD"
Parallel of Southard Case Seen
in Arrest of Clara Gibson
Carl in Indiana.
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second floor and from the dormer win-
dow hung the sign of a furrier. The
restaurant man agreed to clean his
place and disappear for the day so the
auxiliary could hold Its ceremony
within.
Versatile Publio Life.
When Mr. Monroo left his Virginia
home to live In New York he had
ended u versatile public life. At
eighteen he left Williams college to
enter the revolutionary army of
George Washington, and rose to be
military commissioner of his home
state. He was elected to the assembly
of Virginia later; In time he became
member of congress, he was In the
convention which considered the con-
stitution, and he was minister pleni-
potentiary to France.
On his return Mr. Monroe was
chosen governor of Virginia; then, as
envoy extraordinary to France, he
negotiated the Louisiana purchase.
After holding the ministerial position
In the British isles he entered as a
leading figure the negotiations for the
purchase of Florida from Spain. A
second term as governor of Virginia
and periods of duty in the secretary-
ships of state and war preceded his
election twice as President.
Outstanding of the services of Mr.
Monroe was that which has come to
mean so much in the determination of
American International relations. In
the action of the scenic and historic
society Is to be restored the final
refuge of the man whose chief claim
to perpetual glory was the declaration
that:
"Neither entangling ourselves In
the broils of Europe nor suffering any
power of the world to interfere with
the affulrs of the new, and attempt on
their (the European powers) part to
extend to any portion of this hem-
isphere would be dangerous to our
peace and safety and would be op-
posed accordingly."
FARMER FOLK FLEE FROM "IMPS"
Policeman on Vacation Is Held
Prisoner on Island Close to
Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, Mich. Marooned sir weeks
on an Island within 33 miles of De-
troit, Mich., In the Detroit river, with-
out food, fuel or adequate protection
from the worst winter Michigan has
known In 20 years, was the experience
of Isaac White, a former policeman of
Detroit.
White had two weeks' vacation and
decided to visit Sears Island end fish
and hunt. He took a little more than
a week's supply of food and fuel, ex-
pecting that he could walk across the
ice or hall a passing boat. Seven days
A Blizzard Set In.
after he reached the Island a blizzard,
the worst In years, set In, and the
heaving cakes of Ice caused all naviga-
tion to halt and shut White off from
the outside world.
After two weeks his food and fuel
gave out, and for four more weeks he
was obliged to live on fish he could
spear through the Ice and what game
he could shoot. He was without light
of any kind, nnd most of the time he
had no fire, as matches were scarce
and he did not dnre to "waste" any.
At the end of six weeks a boat ven-
tured to the Island in answer to dis-
tress signals, found White more dead
than alive and took him to Detroit
He says he Intends to return to the Is-
land for the rest of the winter, but
will take enough provisions to last un-
til spring. White asserts he can make
more money trapping and hunting than
he can In the city. Six years ago he
lost his left leg when, as a policeman,
he attempted to stop a speeding mo-
torist and the machine ran over him.
DOPE CHICKENS, STEAL 'EM
Fowl Are Carried Off by Hundreds
When Stifled by Sulphur
Fumes.
New York. Chicken thievery has
advanced as a fine art along with
other modes of robbery. Thousands of
chickens have been stolen In Atlantic,
Burlington and Cape May counties of
New Jersey In recent weeks, after first
having been "doped" Into silence with
sulphur fumes.
Richard Hilton and Blain Wheeler,
two draymen of Atlantic City, were
held for the grand Jury there when
they were found In possession of sev.
eral hundred fowls loaded on a motor
truck In bags. The chickens were all
stupefied and smelled of sulphur.
In the draymen's homes were found
several small lamps, alleged to have
been used for burning sulphur. These,
the police say, were lighted In picked
henhouses until all tne chickens were
too senseless to make a noise.
WIFE, 15, JAILS HUSBAND, 16
Accused of Nonsupport, Kansas City
Man Declares He Can't
Find Work.
Kansas City, Mo. Teddy Butter- -
field, sixteen, snt In a cell at the police
station and contemplated the woes of
married life. He wus.arrested on com-plul-
of his fifteen-year-ol- wife, who
charged he had failed to support her.
"I haven't been nble to get a Jod
since we were married, two months
ago," the boy told the police
All-D- Trombone Player
Freed When Court Hears
Pittsburgh. Leonard Berdlne
began playing "Home Sweet
Home" on the trombone at 6
o'clock in the morning In his
home, in 2915 Bank street At
dusk he was still playing "Home,
Sweet Home," and the neigh-
bors had him arrested. He
didn't know how to play, said
the neighbors, but Berdlne
played "Home Sweet Home"
for Magistrate Sullivan, and the
magistrate was so affected he
discharged him.
SEVERAL USES FOR ALFALFA
Experts Term It Nearly Perfect For
age As Hay It Is Unsurpassed
for Feeding.
(Fnparad br the Unlt.d SUtea Department
of Agriculture.)
"A nearly perfect; forage" that Is
the height of praise heaped upon al-
falfa by R. A. Oakley and H. L. West-ove- r
of the United States Department
of Agriculture In a new Farmers' Bul-
letin, Utilization of Alfalfa, Just Is-
sued. And when the good qualities of
this crop are enumerated It Is evident
that some such description Is war-
ranted. As a hay It Is unsurpassed
for general feeding; as a pasture It
has a high carrying capacity and pro-
duces large gains; as a soiling crop it
is valuable with proper handling; It
Cattle Grazing on Alfalfa.
makes excellent silage; and when
ground Into meal It Is a good and
easily handled feed. In addition to
those good qualities it Is of great value
as a soil Improver. Attempts have
even been made to Introduce it as a
human food nnd as a medicine, but It
cannot compete with other staples as
a food and It has no special uiedlcinul
properties.
Although not detailed enough to
make laborious reading, each subject
from haymaking on through to alfalfa
meal manufacture, nnd a consideration
of fuke and fad alfalfa products, is
treated so fully as to give the reader
a thorough understanding of the pos-
sibilities of this great crop. Those
who are Inclined to be too enthusiastic
over certain uses will find reason in
the collected experience of many grow-
ers and feeders to modify their views,
for alfalfa Is not a panacea for all the
troubles of the farm and feedlot. Con-
sideration is given to the needs of
dairy cattle, beef cattle, hogs, sheep,
horses and poultry, and to the crop In
various forms, Including hay, pasture,
silage, straw, soiling feed, tea and
meal.
Those who are interested should
write to the United States Department
of Agriculture, Washington, for Farm-
ers' Bulletin 1229, which will be sent
free of charge.
HOW MANY SHEEP TO A FARM?
Plan of Live Stock Production Recom-
mended by the Department
of Agriculture.
For 10O-acr-e farms of land
a plan of live-stoc- k production has
been recommended by the United
States Department of Agriculture
which Includes 80 ewes (one ewe to
two acres) along with 22 breeding
cows and 12 brood sows. Arable land
of the best class when used exclusive-
ly for sheep, can be made to support
from five to eight ewes (with their
Iambs until marketed) per acre. On
pastures suitable for either cattle or
sheep five ewes may be considered the
equivalent of one cow or steer, and
the winter feed required for one
breeding cow not in milk would be
equivalent to that needed for about
eight ewes.
GOOD FEEDS FOR FATTENING
Cane and Beet Molasses Tested at
Iowa Experiment Station in
Feeding Steers.
Cane and beet molasses are good
feeds for fattening steers. The only
question, In some cases, Is whether It
Is economical to feed It In competition
with cheap corn. Tests at Iowa ex-
periment station, with
steers, showed a loss on every ration
tried, but there was a smaller loss
when cane and beet molasses were
omitted from the ration In one set of
feeding tests. Tests a year ago Inst
winter brought this bit of advice: "Go
slowly In purchasing either cane or
beet molasses If the price Is higher
than corn, pounds for pound." If a
feeder wants to use a pound or so a
day per steer for an appetizer he can
afford to pay more for It. ,
Watch the Ewes Closely.
Pregnant ewes should be closely
watched and means devised that each
member of the flock receive proper
care.
Making Money With Hogs.
By making small fields and keeping
each cropped, hogs may be raised with
a minimum of expense.
Excellent Heg Pasture.
Dwarf Essex rnpe makes excellent
pasture for hops. A deep, rich soil Is
suitable.
New York House Wherein Author
of "Doctrine" Died Rescued
From Junkman.
ENDED DAYS WITH DAUGHTER
American Scenic and Historic Society
Will Preserve Last Haven of
Fifth President of the
United States.
New York. In what used to be the
parlor of an aged, ramshackle house a
at 63 Prince street, New York, a brace
of Junk men the other day stooped
among little mounds of rags and
bones and bottles, their hands moving
In a wild frenzy of assortment. From
the celling hung flimsy chnlns of dirt.
the walls were great faces pockmarked
by the plague of neglect. The floor
seemed as the grimy palette of the
artist Time, who had painted the
place, In skillful completeness, with a
thick coat of dust. Against this single
motif, black, the Junk men worked
with fastidious care.
That front room was clean and
cheery In 1830. It was of real beauty,
for, as the house was In a fashionable
section of New York, the reception of
persons high In social circles took
place there. And one day In that year
James Monroe, fifth President of the
United States, mounted the steps with
perhaps the thought well In his mind
that here would be his last haven.
An Arrival Prepared fo
One may Imagine how busy Mrs.
Samuel L. Gouverneur was as she dl- -
jyed the servants to tidy the homefor her father, Mr. Monroe, observes
the Kansas City Times. He was sev
enty-tw- o years old, and she realized
that It would be extremely nice for
her to make him as comfortable as
possible; he needed comfort: his
health was Impaired, his fortune shat
tered, and he had been overwhelmed
only a twelvemonth before by the
death of his wife. .
So, In that room where the Junk men
labored with their choice bits of soiled
cloth and their smelly bottles only the
other duy, the man who conceived the
Monroe doctrine sat, almost a hundred
years ago, and reviewed his career, or
read, or merely looked far and away,
In consummate Idleness. Ills death oc
curred In the daughter's home July 4,
1831.
The old brick house is to be given
a reverent bath and preserved by the
American Scenic and Historic society.
Day by day It has suffered under the
lack of care; many a wrinkle has ap
peared In Its stark countenance, and
if such a thing as a house can be
rheumatic there Is no doubt It has felt
many a cringe In Its Joints. It was
once proud and pretty, for Mr.
GouvemeQr-i,wa- s postmaster nine
years, and It sheltered gatherings of
the elite. It Is fitting that this for-
mer dwelling place of the author of
one of America's most persistently
arising national policies should be res-
cued from oblivion among Jobbing
houses and garages.
On a front outside wall of the once
colonial mansion is a memorial tablet
of Mr. Monroe. It was unveiled April
E8, 1905, by Gouverneur Hoes, then fif-
teen years old, a
under the auspices of the women's
auxiliary to the scenic and historic
group which sponsored the move. The
flute mnrked the 147th anniversary of
the birth of the former President.
At the time there was a cheap res
taurant In the drawing room; a shoe
factory's machinery rattled on the see
Statue of a Hero
Tbe state Of Pennsylvania is to erect
David M. Gregg, federal cavalry leader in
work of Hf;ry Augustus Lukeman.
CHARGE ARSENIC USED
Qlrl Is Accused of Poisoning Her
Father-ln-La- Alleged She Sought
Possession of Insurance
and Property.
Greenfield, Ind. A parallel to the
case of Mrs. Lyda Southard, the "wom-
an Bluebeard" now serving a prison
sentence for the murder by poisoning
of one of several husbands, may be
developed here through the arrest of
Clara Gibson Carl for the murder of
Alonzo B. Carl, her father-lu-la-
Mrs. Curl Is charged with having
given arsenic to the father of her hus-
band, Frank E. Carl, In August, 1921,
In Indictments returned by the county
grand Jury a few days ago. The death
of her husband followed soon after
that of his father and under similar
circumstances. A former husband of
Mrs. Carl, Robert Gibson, also died
under rather mysterious circumstances
In March, 1920, and Is now burled In
Springfield, O. It Is said his body will
be ordered taken up and examined.
After their deaths, the bodies of the
Carls were tnken to Hiawatha, Kan.,
their former home, and burled. In
November, last year, the grand Jury of
Hancock county, Indiana, unearthed
evidence that caused it to recommend
the disinterment of the bodies of the
Carls with the view of determining
the manner of their deaths.
Arsenic Is Found.
Waldo GIng, prosecuting attorney of
Hancock county, acted on the Jury's
recommendations and moved to obtain
the removal of the bodies.
The bodies of the Carls were taken
up and sent to Indianapolis for chem-
ical analysis. The chemical report
was that presence of arsenic In large
quantities was found In the stomach
of the body of the elder Carl. The re-
port on the analysis of the contents of
Exhibited Calm Behavior.
the stomach of Frank Carl will be
submitted later. The Indictment of
Mrs. Carl Immediately followed.
GIng believes that the probable mo-
tive for the murder was the desire t
obtain Insurance and property.
It was while the wife of Gibson that
the woman came to Greenfield about
nine years ago. Gibson Is said to have
had several thousand dollars' insur
ance and a small tract of land near
Greenfield.
Upon arrest, Mrs. Carl exhibited
culm behavior and has persistently
said nothing concerning the case. Lit-
tle Is known concerning the woman
previous to her coming to Greenfield.
A search of the house she occupied
Is said to have revealed nothing of an
Incriminating nature.
BEGINS ROUND OF PRISONS
Girl Who Married 8ixteen Men Must
Face Trial in Many Cities of
the Country.
Brooklyn. Helen Ferguson Dressier
has been sentenced to six months In
the reformatory, following her first
trial for charges of becoming the wife
of 10 American soldiers and sailors
during the World war. She admits her
object was to get their allowances.
When she has served that sentence
she Is scheduled for trials In Baltimore,
Md.; Norfolk, Va.i Holyoke, Mass., and
several other places where her "hus-
bands" live.
Fortunately for the much-marrle- o
woman the most of her husbands came
from the Great Lakes naval training
school, at Chlcngo. "At that, I will be
making the rounds for the rest of my
life," she declares dejectedly.
Spent $23,000 on Husband.
Huron, O. In an effort to keep het
husband home at night, Mrs. Alice
Watson bought him $8,000 worth ol
automobiles and spent $15,000 of net
own money, she told the court.
But all her efforts were to no avail.
Mrs. Anderson therefore brought sull
for a divorce from Leon A. Watson, ol
Cleveland. O.
Ammcndale Wonder, the famous
pigeon of the Agriculture department
that has flown 4,350 miles In three
years, delivering a messaiyj to Mrs.
Harding at the White House announc-
ing the opening of the largest poultry
show In the world, after having flown
from Madison Squure Garden, New
York city.
Cat Rings Burglar Alarm.
Reading, Pa. Wild excitement pre
vailed at the grocery store of Gerhart
& Son, Ilobcsonla merchants, early one
morning when a burglar alarm began
to ring. It was found that a cat had
forced Itself through a trapdoor con-
nected with the alarm, setting off the
gong. The bell rang until half the pop
ulation had gathered, with all kinds ot
weapons, In front of the store.
-
they saw tires leap from bare floors
nnd subside, or flare up from a flreless
stove and disappear.
In each case u bit of absorbent cot
ton or highly lntlauiinable calico was
found near the source of the fire, but
that only deepened the mystery. Where
had the cotton and calico come from?
After a week MncDonald and his fam
ily fled, taking up their home in Cale
donia Mills.
Wife's Last Dollar Buys
Executed Man's Coffin
Nashville, Tenn. Asbury
Fields, convicted of the murder
of J. It. Pierce lust summer, was
electrocuted in the state prison
here.
Shortly after the death-dealin- g
shock had been given Fields,
his wife, small, demure and
pretty, entered an undertaker's
shop and spent her last dollar
for a plain black coflin. She
had earned the money by hard
work In a hosiery mill, where
she had been employed since
Fields' arrest.
"I don't know that Asbury
wasn't guilty," she said, "but
I couldn't bear to see hlnj
burled by charity."
DROPS HALF-MIL- E IN CHUTE
Mountain Climber Has Thrilling Ex-
perience In Heavy Snow in
Washington.
Snoquolmle, Wash. Stopping out to
the edge of n d precipice
to point out some scenery to his wife
and little son, Howard Rupert, a sales-
man, disappeared Into loose snow.
Mrs. Rupert quickly notified men
nenrby, who looked m vain for several
hours for Rupert. They were about to
give up the search on account of dar'.:-ncs- s
when the missing man appeared.
He declured he hud dropped Into a
loose snowdrift and falling through
landed directly Into an unused log
chute to carry timber In summer to the
river far below.
Rupert said the chute was filled with
Ice and that he tobogganed down Into
the valley ut such a high rate of speed
he could not yell loud enough to be
heard. Loggers found he had taken u
ride of fully half a mile In the Ice-
bound log chute. Rupert wus unin-
jured, hut was minus a large part of
his wearing apparel.
Saved by Holding Dog's Tall.
Fresno. Cal. Floyd Johnson and
Altan Self, both sixteen, lost In a
blizzard in the mountains, thirty miles
east of here, were led to safety by
holding to the tall of a dog, It was
learned today. A short time luter a
rescue party found two other boys,
lost In the same blinding storm, lying
In the snow exhausted.
Frats Use Mental Torture.
Providence, R. I, Intellectual bar-
barity has replaced the traditional
physical punishment applied to fresh-
men fraternity candidates at Brown.
Now tipper classmen are substituting
mental torture by methods learned In
psychological courses Instead of by the
time-honor- custom of puddling.
Tale of Tricks of Evil Spirits Ex-
cites People of Nova Scotian
Community.
Halifax, N. S. While no broomstick
riding hags of the tradttloual witch
features have been seen hurtling across
the face of the moon, there are any
number of people In Nova Scotia who
will take an oath that Imps of no good
Intent are peopling the fair hills of
Antlgonish county.
Alexander MncDonald, a farmer, has
boarded up his valley home and fled
with his family and chattels In the
dead of winter. His neighbors sny
they have seen with their own eyes,
and without the assistance of potable
spirits, the manifestations of the Evil
One.
So much credence is being given to
the tales of witches and Imps that a
Halifax newspaper has assigned a
member of Its staff to break his way
through the Inland snows until he
reaches the MacDonald house and live
there for two weeks.
MncDonald and his family awoke one
morning three weeks ago to find that
their horses had been driven Into a
lather and returned to their stalls be
fore dnwn. The cattle had been turned
out of the barns In a driving snow-
storm. The tails of the heifers had
been braided.
This was repeated the next morning
and the next. The third night, d
says, the lire Imps appeared. In
unexpected places Jets of flame would
break out for no apparent reason. The
following nights he called neighbors to
for themselves. They swore thut
of Gettysburg
at Reading, Pa., this statue of Gen.
the Battle of. Gettysburg. It Is the
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Lift Off with Fingers
Nevada's First Lethal Gas Execution
capital punishment. Attorneys will
M
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p ARSON CITY, NEV. "The Houseof Creeping Death" Is scheduled
to have Its first try out between April
10 and April 22. That is the time fixed
for the execution of Hughie Sing and
Gee Jon, murderers, under Nevada's
new state law providing for the killing
by lethal gas of persons sentenced
to death,
Unless the United States Supreme
court wills otherwise, these two Chi-
nese tong members will be led from
murderers' row where a death watch
already has been set over them to be-
come "test subjects" for the world's
first lethal gas executions. In the
meantime, a bitter legal battle has
opened In Nevada to stop the use
of the lethal gas cage as a means of
"What's the Matter With Kansas?"
TTANSAS CITY, KAN. A
blue-eye- slender, pretty
girl, twenty-on- e years old,' who loves to
dance to Jazz music and favors light
wines and beer, Is the latest political
problem In Kansas. She is running for
governor of prohibition Kansas with the
bold announcement that she will use
her influence, if elected, to bring about
light wines and beer.
She Is Miss Helen Pettigrew, head
of the Anti-Wu- r club, an organiza-
tion promoted to carry on propaganda
against war of any sort.
Her platform, although not official-
ly written by her, but by her campaign
nuinager, who Is a younger sister
Alice, will read something like this:
In sympathy with any legislative,
offlcinl or personal acts that will pro-
mote the cause of light wines and
beer.
Favors Jazz music In all of Its an-
gles.
Believes that women should have
the right to dress as little or as much
as they please.
Believes that women and men have
the constitutional right to smoke cig-
arettes if they so desire.
Uunalterably opposed to corn whis-
ky.
Believes In dancing to such an
extent that she probably will cam-
paign at political dances to be an
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COLORADO A DAIRY STATE.
Opportunities Unrivaled by Any State
in the Union, Declares Farm
Expert.
Denver. "Colorado's opportunities
n n dairy suite :i re unrivaled liy uny
state in the Union," Earle G. Reed, ag-
ricultural expert of tile Colorado &
Southern railroad, said recently on the
return of (he dairy demonstration lour
through Colorado and tile Southwest,
being conducted by the railroad in co-
operation with the Colorado Agricul-
tural College and the Colorado Dairy
Council.
"Wisconsin, at (lie present time, is
the greatest dairying slate In the coun-
try," Mr. Iteed .said. "A short time
Ago they were gelling (heir alfalfa nt
$24 a ton. Colorado alfalfa sold for $5
a ton. Other feinls corresponded in
price. Together with her climate,
Colornilo has the advantage of being
nble to rnisn the greatest yield of feed
mi acre lit like cost. The future of the
Industry lu more than promising."
The tour was continued when a spe-
cial demonstration car was taken to
IJerthouil and other northern Colorado
towns. The lap took in eight cities, ex-
tending south to Texline, Texas. The
demonstrations will be completed on
Jlnreh 1".
Scores of Arrive.
The arrival of scores of
who were successful in drawing land
units under the North l'lutle irrigation
project lust year indicijtes that lew of
the tracts are to lie open to jumpers
when the hour arrives on March 15.
l'ractlcnlly nil of the tracts, it is be-
lieved, will he occupied. Close watch
Is being kept on the lauds by others
anxious to enter upon them, but luck
In not expected to favor them.
New Yorkers Fleeced.
New Yorlc ,1. 1'. Morgan, Bishop
'William T. Manning and scores of oth-
er prominent persons in New York and
New Jersey were among the victims of
John Isaacs, also known ns the Kev.
John M. Dnnco, fake collector for the
Near East relief, who is held for the
grand Jury In Newark, N. J., In $2,000
'ball, charged with obtaining money un-
der false pretenses.
Large Funeral for Comedian.
New York. Five thousand persons
were unable to gain admittance to St.
I'lillllps Episcopal church In Harlem to
attend funeral services for liert Wil-
liams, negro comedian, who died re-
cently. More limn 2,000 persons head-
ed by a squad of police followed the
hea rue from his home to the church.
Masonic services were held. He was a
member of a lodge in Scotland.
Prize Fighting Legal in Havana.
Havana. Prize fighting ns a public
spectacle In Havana has been again
jimde legal. Mayor Mas DeVlIlegas,
who banned prize fighting several
months ago, annulled his decree re-
cently.
War on Gunmen.
Springfield, III. Declarations of war
on Ctilcago gunmen by various law en-
forcement agencies were laid before
the constitutional convention at
Springfield. Aid of the convention In
the fight to break the bond system of
notorious criminals and their profes-
sional bondsmen was asked of the con-
vention. The method proposed was a
constitutional provision tightening the
bill of rights by giving courts power to
deny ball to known criminals.
Good Qualities of Crop Enumer-
ated in Bulletin.
In Addition to Advantages as Pasture
and for Silage It Is of Great Value
as Soli Improver Other
Possibilities.
(Prepared by the United Statei Department
of Agriculture.)
"A nearly perfect forage" that Is
the highest of praise heaped upon al-
falfa by R. A. Oakley and II. L. West-ove- r
of the United States Department
of Agriculture in a new farmers' bulle-
tin, Utilization of Alfalfa, Just Issued.
And when the good qualities of this
crop are enumerated it Is evident that
some such description is warranted. As
a hay it is unsurpassed for general
feeding; as a pasture It has a high
carrying capacity and produces large
gains; as a soiling crop it is valuable
with proper handling; it makes excel
lent silage ; and when ground Into meal
It is a good and easily handled feed.
In addition to these good qualities it
y.wwftv,v.vf. vm'w.','.w, w
Alfalfa Is Praised a3 "A Nearly Per-
fect Forage."
Is of great value as a soil Improver.
Attempts have even been made to in-
troduce it ns a human food and as n
medicine, but It cannot compete with
other staples as a food and it has no
special medicinal properties.
Although not detailed enough to
make laborious reading, each subject
from haymaking on through to alfalfa
meal manufacture, and a consideration
of fake and fad alfalfa products, Is
treated so fully as to give the reader a
thorough understanding of the possi-
bilities of this great crop. Those who
are Inclined to be too enthusiastic over
certain uses will find reason In the col-
lected experience of many growers" and
feeders to modify their views, for al-
falfa Is not a panacea for all the trou-
bles of the farm and feedlot. Consid-
eration is given to the needs of dairy
cattle, beef cattle, hogs, sheep, horses
and poultry, and to the crop in various
forms, including hay, pasture, silage,
straw, soiling feed, tea and meal.
Those who are Interested should
write to the United States Deportment
of Agriculture, Washington, for Farm-
ers' Bulletin 1229 which will be sent
free of churge.
HIGHWAYS ARE FLEECE LINED
Because Cotton Is So Cheap, Ranch,
men of California and Arizona
Use It on Roads.
Fleece-line- d roads for getting motor-
ists over desert sands have recently
made their appearance and have sur-
prised a great many motor tourists
traveling through certain sections of
California and Arizona, says the Il-
lustrated World. There is such a low
market vulue upon cotton In certain
sections that It scarcely pays to
haul It to the railroad stations. Much
that Is raised, therefore, goes Into the
making of roads. i
Ranchmen of the Salt River valley
of Arizona are doing with cotton Just
what farmers In other sandy sections
do with straw or brush. Cotton Is
simply thrown down upon the road
over stretches where the sand is an-
noying. Traffic over the road then
packs the cotton down into the sand
until it forms a firm, smooth and re-
silient surface, over which motor-vehicl-
may progress with almost as
much ease as over a paved street In
a city.
WAY TO PLANT IRISH POTATO
Crop Not Particularly Adapted to
Small Gardens and Requires
d Soil.
While Irish potatoes are not adapt-
ed to growing In the extremely small
garden, most gardeners prefer to In-
clude them In their list. One peck of
seed Irish potatoes will' plant about
300 feet of row. It seldom pays to
plant home-grow- n seed and it is much
better to use the home-grow- n pota-
toes on the table and purchase seed
that has been produced In some local-
ity especially adapted for seed grow-
ing. Potatoes require a
rich soil, and It pays to use
commercial fertilizer, well mixed with
the soli of the hills or the rows. The
seed should be cut two eyes to
each piece, with plenty of potato at-
tached. One piece should be planted
in each hill and covered to a depth of
about 354 or 4 Inches. The rows
should be at least 30 Inches apart and
the hills 12 to 16 Inches apart In the
row.
. ,
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Adequate Measures for Elimina
tion of Ailment Must Be
Taken Immediately.
TROUBLE SPREAD BY INSECTS
Situation May Be Somewhat Improved
by Partial Weeding Out of Worst
Cases Yield Is Reduced
About 30 Per Cent.
(Prepared by tha United Statu Department
of Agriculture.)
A Burvey of the Western states con-
ducted during the past summer by pa-
thologists of 'the United States De
partment of Agriculture shows that
unless adequate measures for the
elimination of the mosaic disease of
potatoes are taken immediately the
work j)f potato seed Improvement In
the West will soon become extremely
dltlicult, if at all possible. Being of an
Infectious nature, the disease Is spread
In the Held throughout tire summer by
means of Insects which carry It from
diseased to healthy plants, and it la
also transmitted with the seed tubers
from one generation to another.
There Is no evidence that a plant
once Infected can recover and produce
a healthy progeny at uny time. On the
contrary, the Infected plants ordinarily
under certain environmental condi-
tions practically cense to produce tu-
bers In the third or fourth generation.
If only a partial weeding out of the
worst cases Is practiced,-th- e situation
may be somewhat improved, though
not In all cases and by no means per-
manently. The mild and the medium
stages of the disease left In the stock
serve as perpetual sources of Infection,
and eventually the entire strain be
comes diseased and Is apt to "run out"
completely.
Reduces Yield 30 Per Cent.
It has been repeatedly demonstrated
In the East that the average reduction
of yield due to mosaic is about 30 per
cent. Precisely the same effect of this
disease was noted In the case of all the
varieties grown In different Western
states. Some remarkable Instances
were observed during the last two
years of field observations carried on
by the department in which the reduc-
tion of yield In individual hills was in
direct proportion to the severity of the
infection.
The potato acreage in certain irri-
gated sections of the West has been
increased this year by one-thir- d as
compared with that of the last year,
yet the yield In t)iese districts Is only
s of normal. Many growers
complain that where 300 sacks or more
were raised to the acre In former
years, only 100 to ISO sacks are obtain-
able now. This Is In fields under good
cultural conditions, showing good
stands and a high freedom from
fungus and bacterial diseases. The
low yielding quality of the strains in
question no doubt is principally a
manifestation of mosaic. The need of
good seed In the West Is well recog- -
Healthy Irish Cobbler Potatoes.
nized and is growing every year, yet
only a meager quantity of even rela-
tively good seed Is obtainable.
There Is very little, if any, hope of
improving badly infected strains of po-
tatoes, the department specialists
think, therefore, prompt efforts should
be made to locate the most healthy
strains of the various Important com-
mercial varieties. Since there is no
means nt present of detecting mosaic
on the tuber the search should be con-
fined exclusively to the fields during
the growing senson. When the best
strains ore found they should further
be improved by the annual elimination
of all the diseased Individuals.
Specialists Must Be Sought.
It is necessary to place this work in
charge of highly trained specialists,
since the identification of certain
minute and peculiar characters of the
disease requires a considerable experi-
ence and a great deal of pathological
knowledge. Furthermore, manifesta-
tions of mosaic under the varied cul-
tural and climatic conditions of the
West are often very obscure and not
yet fully understood.
BIG NEED OF BETTER ROADS
Engineers at Sea Regarding Highways
Which Will Stand Up Under
Modern Traffic.
A. It. Hirst, Wisconsin highway en-
gineer, has declared that the best en-
gineers today are at sea regarding
the kind of roads which will stand up
under modern traffic, or the traffic
which will develop In a few years.
Travel by air, to any considerable ex-
tent. Is still a long way off, and for
a good many years to come there will
be urgent seed for better and better
highways.
carry the fight to the' highest courts,
But since the Nevada legislature has
voted the lethal gas cage, the last
word In "humane execution," Gov. Em-
mett Boyle and state prison directors
are continuing with plans for Its con-
struction and the deaths of the "test
cases."
A small concrete death house, about
6 by 7 by 8 will be built in one corner
of the prison yard. Through one wall
a pipe leads to a large gas tank. The
valve would be operated by one of
three wires. Three persons, to be se
lected by lot, would pull the Individual
wires, so none would know which had
turned on the gas. Through a window
six witnesses would be able to watch
the victims die. The law says that
this number of witnesses may at-
tend the executions.
Chief objection to the lethal gas
killings, lies in the wording of tha
law which says that "sometime dur-
ing the week of sentence the execu-
tion shalT take place." State and
prison officials Insist that the
prisoners will be notified
of the time of death and that the
execution will be-- Immediate. .
wSSjt
innovation in staid Kansas this year.
Believes that people have an in-
herent right to have real beer and
Dutch lunches.
Believes that all women should use
n little powder and paint to make
themselves look pretty.
Unalterably opposed to war in any
form because it always breeds prof-
iteering and results in the needless
loss of life.
Opposed to all blue laws.
Miss Pettigrew believes that the
younger people of the state will swing
the election for her.
Liquor In Kansas is regarded In
most circles as a snake would be at
a ladles' club. Dancing is tnboo in many
towns. Cigarettes can neither be sold
nor given away. Dozens of motor cars
have been seized with liquor In them
and sold at public auction, even where
the law violator did not own tha car.
municants, often with children, and
no church. Henceforth in western
Kentucky there will be a church, a
man, and services, at least once a
month and in some places oftener,
In every county by means of the church
on wheels.
The "Van, or the Church on Wheels,"
as It is called is 16 feet long and near-
ly seven feet wide. It Is mounted on
a two-to- truck, with
engine, six-inc- h pneumatic tires and
electric lighting and starting system.
Inside, behind the driver's seat, Is
a small altar. There are seats along
the side, and portable chairs provide
accommodation for 15 to 20 people.
In addition there Is a small portabk
stove, portable table and bed, lava
tory, cupboards for vestments, litera-
ture and food. The mensa of the altar
Is hinged, the lower part forming a
cupboard in which are kept the com-
munion vessels, linen and baptismal
bowl.
By the simple addition of a cas-
sock the chauffeur becomes the preach-
er, and standing on the back step, a
hymn Is given out, the music Is pro-
vided by a concertina and out in the
open, yet from the steps of a church,
the church Is preaching the Gospel.
"If 1 were a robber, don't you sup-
pose I would be able to provide better
for my wife and baby? We haven't
even got any coal in the house. I got
my rent free for fixing up this old
building. Sergt. Hartnett knew 1
wasn't a crook. He has an old grudge
against me. He had threatened me
before."
Mrs. Girth quoted Desk Sergeant
Peter Conroy as saying, "We have
your husband and you can't see him
or he can't (ret out. We found him
in a hotel with another woman."
Girth, a native, of France, went
back to that country and enlisted when
the World war Started In August ot
1811.
"The Church on Wheels" in Kentucky
MJ
ltoesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
'Freezone" on an aching corn, instantlythat corn stops hurtinn. then ahnrt.lv
you lift it right off with fingers. Truly!Your druKKist sells a tiny bottf of
"Freezone" for a few centsy sufficient to
remove every hard corn, soft corn, or
corn between the toes, and the1 calluses,
without soreness or irritation.
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DIED
in New York City alone from kid-
ney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard,
against this trouble by taking
The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles,
Holland's National Remedy since 1606,
All druggists, three sizes.
Look for tbo name Cold Medal on every box
nd accept no imitation
TO KILL RATS
and MICE
Always use the genuine
STEARNS' ELECTRIC PASTE
tt forces these posts tn run from the building forivater and fresh atr. Kats, mice, cockroaches, water-iait- a
and ants dnelroT fuod and property and are
sarrtoraof disease.
READY FOR USE BETTER THAN TRAPS
illreutiuns La 16 languages in every box.
Sos.slEe86e. 15oi. size 11.60.
MONEY BACK IF IT FAILS
McGinty Had Lost Things.
"McGinty is a foine feller."
"Is he?"
"He is, Indeed. Great friend of
mine. Did yez notice how heartily he
shook hands wld me?"
"Ot did."
"Great .friend of mine. He wasn't
satisfied wid shakin' wan hand."
"No?"
"He grabbed both my hands foine
feller grabbed both my hands."
"H'rar Oi know McGinty. He
to the safety av his watch;"
The Cuticura Toilet Trio.
Having cleared your skin keep it clear
by making Cuticura your every-da- y
toilet preparations. The Soap to cleanse
and purify, the Ointment to soothe and
heal, the Talcum to powder and per-
fume. No toilet table Is complete
without them. Advertisement.
A Tense Situation.
Mrs. Jones found Mrs. Smith, the
aviator's wife, In tears.
"Whatever is the matter ,my dear?"
she asked, anxiously. v(
"I'm worrying about Harold," said
Mrs. Smith. "He's been trying for a
week to kill our cnt, and as a last re-
source he took her up In his plane. He
sold he would take her up two thon- -
snnd feet and drop her over the side."
"Well, what Is there to worry
about?"
"Lots," exclaimed the frantic woman.
"Harold Isn't home yet, and the cat is."
Harper's Magazine.
Passing it On.
Willie burst into the room lute one
afternoon with this announcement:
"Dad, there's a man at the door
who says he wunts to see the boss
of the house.'"
Dad glanced up from his paper and
answered laconically, "Tell your
mother."
Whereupon mother, Who from the
next room had overheatd this, called
out:
"Willie, tell Bridget."
Not Diplomatic.
"Why did Miss Olden discharge her
butler?" "He boasted around that he
hod grown gray In her service."
Sure Relief
FOR INDIGESTION
6 Bellans
Hot. water
Sur6 Relief
ELL-AIM-S
25$ and 75$ Packages. Everywhere
W. N. U., DENVER, NO. 22.
KY The church onLOUISVILLE,
meeting the need of
communities where there ure no small
chapels and which cannot afford them,
writes John B. Robinson, archdeacon
of western Kentucky for the Protest-
ant Episcopal church. In the Living
Church, he says :
"With numberless places oft the
railroad, or with but one train each
day, with the universal shortage of
men, without buildings, the problem
In Kentucky, as probably In other
dioceses, has been to reach not first
the people outside of the "church, but
to supply the ministrations of the
church to communicants scattered
about the country. In many places
there are a little handful of com
Why Veteran Prefers Chateau Thierry
"CHICAGO. Ladean Girth, World
war veteran, living with his wife
and child In a one-roo-
shack at 1055 West Adams street,
had been missing for three days when
he returned to his home. He was
severely bruised about the face and
body. Here is his story:
"For weeks I have been seeking
employment without success. Tuesday
night there was but 20 cents In the
family purse. I stepped out to buy a
loaf of bread. On the way to the store
I met Sergt. Lawrence Hartnett of
the Desplaines street station. Said he :
"'You're the bird that's been pull-
ing off these stlckups.'
"I protested my Innocence. He took
me to the station. Then I was kicked
In the tbdomen and beaten in an at-
tempt to compel me to 'confess' I was
a robber. I quite naturally refused
to do so. I was then 'shown up to
victims of robbers, but none identified
me. They released me the third day.
But their beatings have my
wounds I was wounded at Le Mans
and at Chateau Thierry and I will
not be abla to ret around for some
time.
s
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WHY
nnco a MAucrSomething to Think About
By F. A. TDALKER
Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality
We state it as our honest
belief that the tobaccos uwd
in Chesterfield are of finer
quality (and hence of better
taste) than in any other
cigarette at the price.
Liggitt & Myiri Tobaca Ct,
ought to be our paramount purpose,
for, "what doth It profit a mau if
he gain the whole world and lose
his own" soul?"
In the world's news today you may
read pathetic stories of men and wom-
en who have fallen from high estates
through failure to conquer themselves.
Married pairs have broken their
troth; bank clerks have pilfered, and
all manner of men and women have
blighted their lives and the lives of
their families, simply because of for-
getfulness of duty in a moment of
weakness, when they were unuble to
control an evil spirit.
They lacked the power to conquer
self, and In their Impotence they de-
serted the front line of brave fighters,
slunk back in dismay to the rear,
humiliated and routed, lost In the
whirl of Time and remembered no
morft.
(Copyright.)
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CIGARETTES
of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos--blen- dedSCHOOL DAIJS
THE REAL CONQUERORS
TT IS not the general who takes a
city and leaves behind him a name
for military sagacity, who Is the real
conqueror In life, but the unknown
private, who fights a single-hande- d
battle with self and finally triumphs.
It Is this lowly warrior who has
the most to overcome. He goes to
battle In silence, conscious of the over-
whelming odds arrayed against him.
There are no shrieking shells or
roaring cannon to announce his com-
ing no bugle calls nor throbbing
drums.
Often be fights side by side with
thousands who utter not a sound.
Once he awakes to some defect of
character which threatens his ruin,
he- - jirds his armor ' and faces the
foe.
And If by valiant fighting he suc-
ceeds In saving himself, he comes
forth from the fray a real conqueror.
His name is unpublished In the
press, but it is sung among the angels I
He has overcome nnd to him will
be given the reward promised In the
Scriptures.
Passion, pride, selfishness, avarice,
disobedience and forgetfulness of the
Golden Rule are among the entmles
that men fight alone.
They are in every corner of the
earth, in our own homes, in our own
hearts.
From them come our replnlngs and
tears, our fears and failures.
To overcome thCM sulking fops
Uncommon
Sense JOHN BLAKE
DO ROUGH WORK FIRST
SPHERE Is nothing delightful about
spading the earth to plant a gar-
den. But it hns to be done before you
cttn enjoy the garden.
There Is nothing pleasant, except to
the mathematical mind, about studying
geometry or algebra.
But even If you will never use these
things In your business life they are
necessary to teach you concentration,
and the faculty of reasoning. You'll
need both concentration and reasoning
by and by.
Getting rich across lots is possible,
but rare. Getting happiness across
lots is impossible There is no short
cut to real success.
Tou have got to begin by doing vast
amounts of hard, uninteresting work
before your HfeTihows any results at
all.
As you advance, your work will be-
come more interesting fascinating by
and by, If you are really making prog-
ress.
Then It will be easy to do. It will
be hard for you to tear yourself away
from It. But that is a stage that is
far In the future.
In the beginning It is all like spading
a garden hard, wearisome drudgery,
with nothing at the end of the day's
work to reward you.
It must be done, just the same, and
if you will apply to every day's task
the rule that you must apply through
life, of doing the rough part first, you
1
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THOUGHT IT LOOKED STRANGE
Odd Appearance of Drug Store A-
stonished Woman Customer, Until
the Clerk Explained Situation.
The womnn needed three ounces of
tincture of myrrh. Hurrying up the
street her glance was caught by two
mammoth bottles of npotheenry wa-
ters, nnd two swinging doors of
frosted glass.
Down she stepped three steps
down into as attractive a drug store
as she had seen. All wns pure white
walls, dazzling plateglass mirrors,
gleaming soda wnter accessories and
row upon row of shelves filled with
bottles 'of ointments, camphors and
medicinal remedies.
"Three ounces of tincture of myrrh,"
said the Woman to the clerk.
The clerk hurried out of sight nnd
the Woman begun to notice how queer
wns the structure of this drug store.
There were columns and pilasters
where there shouldn't have been any
The counter had a peculiar bend to It.
Then a strange, prickly feeling came
over the Woman.
When the clerk flnnlly appeared he
explained cheerfully: "Used to be a
burrooin, lady I" Chicago Journal.
These Days.
The dapper young man approached
the subject with halting embarrass-
ment.
"It's about your daughter Clarice,
sir," he said. "I hardly know how to
begin, but I hnve here," us he placed
his hand over his heart.
"For the love o' Mike go on and tnke
her!" exclaimed the old man. "Marry
tier and be happy I"
"Not me I" said the visitor, drawing
paper from his left-han- coat pocket
ivlth the same hand. "What I'm telling
you is I'm collecting for the place
where she's running n charge account,
ind It's up to you !" Richmond Times-Dispatc-
Abating a Nuisance.
Ilornblower Sure, I'll lend you my
saxophone. Anything to oblige a
neighbor. But enn you piny It?
Nexdore No, I can't play It, and
you can't either till I return it.
LESSER EVIL, AS IT WERE
LIFT THINGS Q
npHB exact principle which causes a
magnet to take hold of metals and
cling to them with a force which over-
comes the principle of gravity Is, like
electricity, one of the unsolved mys-
teries of nature. We merely know
that a piece of Iron which hus been
electrically treated will attract and
hold various other metals. The force
which It exerts we call "magnetism"
and let It go at that Just as we
speak of . "electricity," "personality"
and "rudlo-activlty- nil of which are
forces which puzzle science and, up
to this time, have defied a clear ex-
planation. The most lojlcul explana-
tion would appear to be that an electri-
cally-treated piece of iron gives off
a force annlogous to that given off by
a piece of radium In that It will af-
fect other pieces of metal without
materially lessening its own power.
The name magnet Is derived from
the mineral "magnetite" nnd this, In
turn, is so called because It was first
discovered In Magnesia. Magnetite Is
a natural magnet, of which the load-
stone Is one of the best-know- n varie-
ties.
(Copyright.)
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WillM-Maupi-n
"DOOD MORNIN'."
EACH morning when the sun comes
up
To tint the east with red;
When birds slug sweet the day to
greet
In branches overhead,
Tis then I fully realize
I'm rich beyond corupnre,
For sweet and clear a voice I hear:
"Dood mornin', pop I You dere?"
The cares of day may vest the night
With visions dark and strange;
And through my sleep dark phantoms
creep
And dismal doubtlngs range.
But when the morning sunlight
breaks
Then farewell doubt and care,
For sweet and clear a voice I hear:
"Dood mornin', popI; You dere?"
The day dawns bright and hope re-
vives.
The tasks it brings to me
Seem to be small If but the call
Comes fraught with childish glee.
And light of heart I face the day,
For on Its morning air
Comes sweet music my ears to greet:
"Dood mornin', pop I You dere?"
When life Is done, Its tnsk laid down;
When tfomes eternity;
I humbV pray the Judgment day
Will bring one boon to me.
One boon I ask of Thee, dear Lord-T- hat
In that city fair
My ears shall henr that greeting clear:
"Dood mornin', pop I You dere?"
(Copyright.)
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THE CHEERFUL CtttTO
Jt vender tkrwcjk lif- -
We. dorvt know quite wVv&.t
we, t.re t.
Aat. irtkMNed Girt
on ike trtl pkne tWojd
And there some. r.
3fc.tism:tior in L 1
trvs.t.
Darky's Excellent Reason for Pre-
ferring to Take His Chance
With the Bear.
A New York niiiii tells of nn excit-
ing bear hunt in Mississippi-bea- r
was surrounded in a small cune
thicket. The dogs could not get lilin
out, and the gentleman who wns ut
the head of the hunting party failed!
to one of the darkles:
"Gus, go In there nnd get tnnt hear'
out."
(lus hesitated for a moment nnd
then plunged Into the cane. A few
moments Inter the negro, the hear and
the dogs were rolling on the ground
outside. After the bunt was over
from the north said to the darky:
"Gus, weren't you afraid to go Into
tluit thicket with the bear?"
"Colonel," said Gus, "it was Jest lf'
way: 1 neher had met dnt b'enr. but
was uMssunnlly acquainted with le '!'
boss, so I jest nachtirally tnvk dot
b'ur." Philadelphia Ledger.
I
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TOO MUCH FOR GRANDMOTHER
Mathematical Problem, Old Lady De-
cided, Was Something That "No
Fellow Could Understand."
The little girl at the elementary
school hud been promoted to multi-
plication nnd for her home work was
set the task of finding out how ninny
legs 400 normal horses possess. A bit
puzzled as how to work It out, In
the evening, as she snt with her exer-
cise book in front of her, she culled In
the services of her grandmother.
"Let's see," said Gnindnm. adjusting
her spectucles, "one horse'll have four
legs, two eight, three twelve, four six-
teen, rive twenty " anil then she
broke off. "How many horses did you
suy?" she usked.
"Four hundred, granny," replied the
little girl.
"Ee-e-, child," said the old lady, shut-
ting up the book, "there Isn't one liv-
ing could do that sum." Edinburgh
Scotsman.
His Honor' Guess.
In Ireland some years ago an n
was brought up before Jus-
tice ISarry on the charge of suspicious
conduct. The officer who arrested him
stated, among other things, that he
was wearing a "republican hat."
"Does your honor know whut that
Is?" asked the counsel.
"It may be," responded the Judge,
"that it's a hat without a crown."
Boston Transcript.
Instruction ns to eggs and colts:
Break before using.
T Iprunes ur peuuxes.
a Reason
Soap and Water.
Morgnret, little more than two
years old, Is very much Interested la
the moon. She had been watching it
for some time one clear evening W
the fall, when suddenly a light. tran-imre- nt
cloud passed Its surface, glu
ing it a streaky appearance.
"Oh, inudder, miulder," sne cneo,
fmoon dirty tmulder wash moon."
A man may gush over a' woman of
vice versa, but the gushing is seldttfO
natural.
13
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TClomer's Goo
Jid vou ever try Grape Nuts Q
.
.n 1 i
wixn Slewed
will find that It makes for progress,
and even ease.
If there Is a certain amount of
drudgery that must be got through to-
day, tackle it right now, get it done,
and you can turn with a clear con-
science to something more Interesting.
Don't be afraid of tiring yourself by
the drudgery. Your brain can stand
far more work than you are ever likely
to give It without wearing out. And
even if it is a little weary at the end
of the day, a little relaxation and a
good night's sleep will make It as fresh
as ever In the morning.
Tackle the rough, dull Job and get It
out of the way. Leave the afternoon
for pleasanter duties, and the after-
noon of your life, which Is meant for
enjoyment? will be left also to more
congenial and more satisfying tasks.
(Copyright.)
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around the ment; chop some bacon,
with onion and parsley and thyme and
sweet marjoram to taste and spread
the mixture In the bottom of a stew-pan- .
Brown the meat on both sides
and place over the bacon mixture In
the saucepan. Pour over one qunrt of
sifted tomato pulp nnd let stew slowly
until the meat Is done.
Soft Gingerbread.
Take one cupful each of sugar nnd
molasses, one-ha- lf cupful of shorten-
ing, one egg, a teaspoonful of salt and
three cupfuls of flour. Mix well, then
add one cupful of boiling water, In
which a teaspoonful of soda lias been
stirred. Pour into a large dripping pan
and bake in a moderate oven.
For a pudding serve the following
sauce with the hot gingerbread: Mix
one cupful of sugar with
of a cupful of cornstarch ; add one cup-
ful of boiling water and conk until
smooth. Flavor with orange rind and
Juice and, Just before taking from the
fire, add two tablespoonfuls of butter.
y Pineapple Jelly Roll.
Prepnre a sponge cake, bake In a
large dripping pan. Trim the edges,
spread lightly with butter, then cover
with pineapple preserves; roll up In
a towel and sprinkle the outside of
the cake before cutting with pow-tiere- d
sugar.
Slices of canned pineapple, drained
nnd cut in small pieces, are fine served
In tea instend of lemon.
Copyright, 1922, Western Newspaper Union.
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isn't anything better for breakfast orTHERE a dish of Grape-Nut- s, with cream
or milk, and stewed prunes or peaches.
This delicious combination gives you the ele-
ments of a well-balanc- food. For it contains
not only the material needed to build tissue and
furnish energy, but it also supplies fruit acids,
that help keep the system in good order.
Go to your grocer today and order a package
of delicious Grape-Nut- s. You will find that it
will digest more readily than most other cereals,
and it will "stay by" you longer because it's so
richly nourishing.
Four tokens must the bride's cake hold:
A silver shilling and a ring of gold,
A crystal charm, good luck to symbol,
And for the sewer's hand a, thimble.
GOOD FOOD FOIKEVERY DAY
GOOD chowder for a chilly dayA is the following:
Onion Chowder.
Cook two cupfuls of finely minced
onion In six tablespoonfuls of butter
for thirty minutes, or until the onion
is soft and yellow, not browned. Add
eight potatoes, pared and sliced, one
teaspoonful of sat, one tablespooriful
of sage, marjoram and other herbs, one
quart of water. Cook until the pota-
toes are tender; add three cupfuls of
milk and one cupful of cream. Let
come to a boll and serve with pilot
crackers.
Hard Gingerbread.
Take one cupful each of molasses,
sugar and shortening, and one cupful
of boiling water. Sift two tablespoon-
fuls each of ginger and soda with one
cupful of flour and add to the mixture.
Mis well; add flour to make a stiff
dough. Place In a cool place and the
next day roll out and cut In squares
one-ha- lf Inch thick and bnke.
Round of Beef, Italian Style.
Take a slice of beef from the bottom
of the roupuCWioat three Inches thick.
With a sharp, --pointed knife make a
number of Incisions through it and In-
sert In each a slice of bacon, sprin-
kled with chopped onion and parsley;
roll Into a tight roll. At least six rolls
should be thus Inserted. Tie a string
GrapesNutsr Health
58k Jaere's
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AVISO
La" oficina dental esta establecida y
estoy listu para hacer todas clases de
trabajos dentales en Reserve.
La oficina se situa en la nueua casa
de Gaunt proxima a la del Dr Harper
L. A. Jessen, D. D. S.
Dentista Licensiado.
H)
Rpm,ember you can get poison-grai- n
at Gaunt's Pharmacy on
and after April 9th. Kill the
prairie Hops.
How about that ear. Is it sick
01 ailing. If ho see Dr. Hill, the
fixer, he sure does the work.
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Sound NOTICE OF SALE
Of Court House and Jail Bonds:
What do you consider a fair
price for a good suit? Name
lh3 figure and let us show you
how much quality it will buy
in a suit "Tailored by Born"
The Born line meets the demand for
lower prices without sacrificing any-
thing in quality; large sales volume
makes this possible.
Come in while woolen stocks are com-
plete and see the really fine clothes we
offer, tailored as you like, at your
preferred price
T. C. Turk, Reserve,
Resident Born Dealer
Business Counsel
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Clients of this institution
are always welcome to the ad-
vice and judgment of our experienced
officers regarding any personal busi-
ness matters.
The proper kind of a banking
Bonds for the purpose of meeting
Federal Aid and Forest Reserve
Road Projects, and Bonds for the
Purpose of Constructing and Re'
pairing of public-road- and bridges
in Citron County, State of New
Mexico:
Notice is hereby (riven that the
county treasurer of the
County of Catron, in the State of
New Mexico, will on, Thursday, April
Gth. 19122, at the hour of three o'clock
in the af tn neon of said "day, at his
m
connection can be used to prot-
ect your judgment as well as
,n
imce in Kestrve, jnow Mexico, otter
for sale and sell to the highest bidder
for cash, the following described bords;
Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00)
savings account depos- -
SB
Court House and Jail Bonds, bearing
interest at the rale of six per cent per
itcd with this bank
is quite sufficient to
establish proper
banking connections.
BSOflOaODODODOHQDOODOBODOOBOaODODOnODOnOQ!annum, payable in thirty years from
date, but, redeemable, at the option of
the county, twenty years from date
Ninety Thousand Dollars (f'JO.000,00)
of Federal Aid and Forest Reserve
Project Bonds, bearing interest at the
rate of five p.-- cent per annum, pay-
able in thirty years from date, but
BIWTON MADDEN
Lawyers
OFFICES
Socorro magdalenaThe RESERVE STATE BANK
Fitch Bldg. Wilson Bldg.
Practice In all the Courts
4 Are You Looking
For Bargains :- -:
The Reserve Garage
General Repairing, Lathe Work
Oxy-Aeetyle- ne Welding
Home Lime
I have now on hand home
burned lime and will deliver same
in Reserve at $25 a ton. This
is just w hat it cost to freight
lime from the railroad besides
the purchase price there.
redeemable at the option of the county
twenty years from date.
Twenty-fiv- e Thousand Dollars
($25,000.00) of Bonds for the construc-
tion and repairing of public roads and
bridges in Catron County, State of
New Mexico, bearing interest at the
rate of six per cent- per annum, and
payable thirty yeais from date, but
redeemable at the option of the county
twenty years from date.
No bids shall be considered for less
than 90 per cent on the dollar and
the undersigned reserves the right to
reject any and all bids received.
Dated at Reserve, New Mexico, this
6th day of March, 1922.
August Kiehne,
County Treasurer.
Jacobo Jiron,
CAL
Ahora tengo en mano sufici- -
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others. j
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED j
A. G. HILL, Manager. Phone No. 3
We have tr e n in every department
and can supply your every need
ente Cal en cualquier cantidad
que neseciten por $25.00 tonel
puesta en Reserve, es justa-ment- e
el precio que se paga de
flete de Magdalena, a esta lunar,
salvandole al consumidor el pre-
cio que se tiene que pagar por la
cal en Magdalena, garantizo de
dar cornpleta satisfaction y de
venderles de primera clase.
Jacobo Jiron.
Notice to Men
New Goods Arriving Daily
Low Prices All the TIME
MODERN,
STEAM HEATED HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER
mm m an
In the Probate Court of Catron
County, State of New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Last Will and
Testament of William J. Andrus,
deceased.
NOTICE.
To whom It may concern:
Notice is hereby given that an in-
strument purporting to be the last
will and testament of William J.
Andrus, deceased, haJ been filed for
probate in the Probate Court of Catron
County, New Mexico, and that by
order of said court, the 27th day of
March, A. D., 1H22, at the hour of
10 o'clock A. M., of said day, in the
the court room of said court in the
Hotel Alragon All men desiring dental,examination and treatment should apply
by first sending in name and dischrage
number. When authority for examin-- 1
ation is received you will be notified,
L. A. Jetsen, D. D. S.,
Designated Dentist, U. S. P. H.
NEW MEXICOMAGDALENA,HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor
We Use Every Effort to Please Our Patrons
The Best Meals and Dining Room Service
MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA
city of Reserve, Catron County, New
Mexico, is the day, time and place iet
for hearing proof on said last will and
testament.
$230 Drop on
FORDSON TRACTOR
THEREFORE, any person or persons
wishing to enter objections to the
probate of said last will and testa-- '
ment are hereby notified to file their
objections in the office of the County
Clerk of Catron County, New Mexico
on or before the time set for said
hearing
Dated at Reserve, New Mexico, this
31st day of January, A. D. 1922
WHEN YOU VISIT MAGDALENA EAT AT THE
A. D. CHAVEZ,
County Clerk
Kn la Corte de Pruebas del Condado de
Ulagdafena Cafe
Good Service Ciurteous Treatment
All the Deiieaees th-- the Maiket Affor.ls t
Catron, Estado de Nuevo Mexico.
En el Asunto dil Testamento y
'Ultima Voluntad de William J.
Andrus, Finado.
AVIO.
A quienes eatas conciernan:
Avizo as por d'ido que un in- -
strumento npaieciendo de mit la ultima
voluntad y tesiamt nt" de Wiiiium J.
Andrus, finado, ha sido, protncolado
para piueha en la corte de Piuebas
djl Condado de Catron, Estado de
Nuevo Me ioo, y que p n- orden di la
WE APPRECIATE AND WANT YOUR PATRONAGE
WW WW WWWW WW www
Price effective today
F. O. B. DetroitReserve Pool Hall i
dieha Corte el dia 27 do Maizo, A. D.
1922, A las de 10 de la Manana de
dicho dia en el cuarto de la corte de
dicha corte en la cuidud de Reserve,
condado de Catron Nuevo Mexico es
el dia tiempo y lugar que se ha fijado
para dar oido y atender las pruebas
de dicho testamento y ultima voluntad
POR LO TrfNTO, Cualquier per-
sona oh personas que desee de entrar
objecion a la aprobacion de dicho tes-
tamento y ultima voluntad son por
Higgins & McAfee, Proprietors $395.00
Cigars. Tobaccos. Cold Drinks SI
Magdalena Price $476.75
Come and see us about it
OCEAN TO OCEAN GARAGE-- 0
Lunch Goods
A pleasant place to spend a leisure hour or two
esta notiticados ue protocolar sua
en la oficina del Escribano
de Condado del Condado de Catron,
Estado de Nuevo Mexico, en o antes
del tiempo que se ha puesto para dar
atencion a tal causa.
Fechado en Reserve, Nuevo Mexico
este dia 31 de Enero, A. I). 1922
A. T. CHAVEZ,
Escribano y escribano j
de la corte de Pruebas
New MexicoIncorporatedMagdalena,Li
C 2Ewwwwwwwww WW I
